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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right,"
ROY, MORACQÜNTY, NElVMEXlC07ATÜRDAYt ApnT30th, 19217

VOLUME XV1Ü.
McN

CONTRACT LET FOR
HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING.

ALLY-LAUGHT-

CATHOLIC CHURCH BAZAAR A NOBLE MOTHER CALLED.

ER.

'

EXPRESION OF TILNKS

.

SUNDAY SCHOOL SOCIAL.

Mrs. J. Floersheim Passes Away
Thru the Press we wish to
One of the most enjoyable eveAt The San Rafael Hospital
convey our profound thanks and nts in the social life of the Roy
At Trinidad Lash Monday.
thered on the Catholic School
appreciation ta all those who,by S.S. was the banquet given by
Thursday. April 21st,
their expressions of sympathy the Victory Class to the Eureka
After the severe storm which and their kind acts and proffers Class at the Masonic Hall last
It being the Feast of St George.
At 10.00 A.M. Solemn High raged Saturday and Sunday, of help have lightened the bur- Monday evening.
Masa was celebrated and a short there came a calm and peaceful dens of family sorrows in the
The banquet was tifie result of
sermon in Spanish and English Monday, and at 8.15 --Monday trying days before and after the a contest staged between the
on the " Advantages of a Chris morning aa the soft, warm Sun deathi of. our' Beloved Wife and two classes and woni by the Eu- siderable painting inand around tian Education:" was preached by gradually rose over the moun Mothers No, one could ask for a reka's.
Roy. He is an intimate, friend Rev. Fr. Eitvelt of Tucumcari.. tains near Trinidad, and the greater host or a more loyal
The Victor class under the
n
of the Bohannart family of this
iñe scnooi nan was a uusy robbins chirped their happy more thoughtful and more sym- leadership of Rocque Reeder is
place and' is a'yÓung man that place, the ladies served lunch song and the whole air seemed pathetic, f riends ham we have the largest and most enthusias
s,
is a hustler and will no doubt t.heve. The ladies, and children, ladened with the freshness of had during, these dark hours, tic class of young people to be
to Brown and Thompson of
New Mexico, the lowest bid- make an éxcellent hVsband. Mrs. had booths where they exhibi spring, the soul of Mrs. J. Floer and we regret that we cannot found in any S.S. hi Northern
der for the sum of 48 998.00 McNally is the daughter, of Mr. ted many pretty and useiui ar- sheim passed on to her Maker. thank each and every one of you N.M. and they are making their
Messrs Brown and Thompson A. F. Livingston ofsouth bf town ticles. The: children with the She who had endeared herself individually.. We especially want influence felt in this community. '
The Eureka's have had Mr.
were present and immediately and has been a resident 'of the help of the Sisters, made many to everyone who knew her and to thank those who contributed
signed a contract to begin work mesa for a number of years and attractive pieces of handwork, especially to her family and to the many beautiful floral offer McGinnies for a teacher and tlu
on the building as soon as the wo believe her husband has ma- which were sold at reasonable her many mends in and near ings, and the different Lodges class has had an attendance cf.
They also naa a nsn Roy. had gone Home, for she had for their kind words and thoug-ht-f 46 which certainly speaks well
bond money was available and de a good Choice for a life part- prices.
grab-ba-g
suffered so long that she must
ulness. The kindness shown tor the interest m Bible stud
which
pond
and
ner,.
to have same completed within
like have rest and peace and it was by all will remain engraven on manifested by the elder
" We understand they will make
thino-- the children
120. days or by September 10th,
enjoyed them to be with her Maker.
our memories forever.
of Roy. v '
The bid accepted not only com- their future home at Tucumcari but the grown-up- s
Day
day
to
Howand
ones.
as
after
she
children
home
J.Floersheim
at
will
suffered
be
they
where
as
much
as
little
The Victory clans tveve arco
althe
building
but
pletes the main
losers in the contest, and they
so the two wings as proposed at their many friends on and after ever no one enjoyed the day the intense agony which was1
hers, she was always cheerful, rious California points, and showed tho older folks tnat tivj
the last meeting of the Board. May 1st. The S.A.ex tends con- more than the school children always
smiling, and as she gra- while they did some temporary know how to entertain;
'
nan
m
gratulations.
the
working
were
The
60
to
building
who
be
is
The main
dually
away, she said good, they gradually left herein first put on r. muricrl ir;cx'i::.t
wasted
may
besure
all day. and you
by 78 with three stories incluGeorge H. Ray came to town thpir Wihnr was not fruitless as she was ready to go and after a more weakened condition each that "Showed a :.r.lenc"!d :v
ding basement; the wings one
in the practice,
Tho chovn:
on the north and one 6n the Tuesday morning and immediat- they made a large sum of money giving her family that heart ren- time.
Mrs. Floersheim was the mo- were excellent," and while it Í3
About 2.30 F.JU. a sale was dering "Goodbye" and "Faresouth are to be 24 by 77 feet. ely proceeded to purchase a couoeA lw Mr. W. G. Johnson well Kiss" she went to sleep on ther of six sons and three dau- not fair to the class to give inThe building will contain 12 class ple of boxes of cigars and began
to
his
around
Everything that was auctioned that beautiful Monday morning, ghters. ' The sons all living are dividual mention or praise, still
rooms, a music room. Superin- passing them
was
surrounded by her grief stricken Melville, Lester, Edgar and Wa- we must mention- the solo by
asking
Upon
what
friends.
had been donated ny uie
tendent's room, domestic Science
Geohusband, her two daughters, six lter of Roy, and Irvin and Sylvan Homer Hoi nos and tho
liberality,
of
the
cause
business
to
the
the
Owing
and
room
Training
Manual
and
sons, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Alldred-ge- , of Springer.,
A
The daughters
anda
the
BOY"
rge
said
"IT'S
auctioneer,"
stunt" by Mr. Ilcsicr.
ability of our'
a large auditorium and the
A.
S.
Mr.
Miss
got
Hanson,
over
S.
George
Hanson
of
we
A.
Ruth
Mrs.
and
dandy.
being
After
Aiii.
success,
was xaoitT o Cü- UciCicr
great
will
be finished
sale was a
Whole building
Harper and V.V. Caris, and awa- Springer and Miss Etna of Roy. remooies,
d in his itiLriixú.io
with pressed face brick with his excitement he gave us the thank him for his kind service. kened
in the "Great Beyond". Birdie the eldest daughter died manner acknowledged t!io deglad news that his wife had preReverend Father Estvelt of
white cement trimmings.
a wonderful setting for at the age of three years and feat of his claus, and :y.r.do tha
What
lb
Voy
of
8'o
a
him
fine
with
sented
La
includes
Tucumcari,
Father
accepted
The bid as
away of a beautiful with her father and mother also address cf wslirxvie. Mr. ?.i';Gi-nnipassing
the
evening.
Dr.
Monday
son
Chappiah
late
Springer and Father
not only the finishing of the
how
soul;
doing
fitting
reports
that the new one brother preceded her to the
all
are
Plumlee
responcias' ícr tho
for
the.
here
of Dawson were
building, but also a complete
The tempiet, for it van
steam heating plant, eletric wi- fine and even George stood the Feast, and made every effort on born day should come with a glo- Great Beyond.
Mrs. Floersheim was a charter nothing less,, was enc 'of tho fishock nicely. The new arrival their part to make the day one rious bursting forth of sunlight
ring, and toilet facilities.
how
and
to
na- member of the Local Rebekah nest ever gis'tn in Hoy, and tho
appropriate
public
to
under
the
will
the
remembering.
Father
appear
buildwill
have the
well worth
,The Board
ture of this noble woman tó Lodge and had passed through 43 Eurekas. and 31 Victory preing placed on the west block re- the name of George II. Jr.
Estvelt left Roy Thursday, as pass
away so peacefully and sur- all the chairs, and was one of sent did ampio justice to it.
his
at
cently purchased from the First
he was expecting a visit
by those she loved.
rounded
Dance
O.E.S
forget
'
the
Dont
the lodges strongest supporters.
Then followed a roc in! hour,
A.
T.
Archbishop
building
The
parish from
Natioanl Bank.
Mrs.
Floersheim
Monday
was a woman She believed in its principals old and young jchiinrj in t!:.
eve.
Roy
Theatre
at
the
O. M. Fr. of Santa Fe.
Daeger.
will be placed about 60 feet
"
of the most cheerful disposition. and lived up to it's teachings.
songs and stories dear to a'!
"back from the street and will May the 9th.
We thank all those, who in
to love her
know
was
her
lo
held
was
last
The
funeral
baand it war, past eleven
hearts,
the
make
to
wings
will
helped
west
and
way
the
any
face the
very
and
presence
her
Unradiated
Tuesday
Trinidad
the
Septemfrom
when
by
begin
to
school
ready
surethe north and south.
zaar a success, for that it
joy and good cheer. She was of dertaking Parlors.
At one said.
The bid is considered very ber l'th, at the latest.
ly was.
an even temperment; always o'clock in their beautiful Chapel,
conTho
We understand that the
a sonable and in fact even less
courteous, friendly, ever carefu with the Rabbi Bergman of Al- ther contest which will no doubt
than the Board expected and tract has already been sublet for
of another's feeling, courteous, buquerque officiating.
Rabbi
inore in' roi;
within the bond issue voted. the digging of the basement and
watch us at the O.E.S. affable and had a most charm Bergman in well chosen remarks prove even one.
Just
Roy may wo'.!
next
in
last
the
than
the
to
want
you
Architect Berry will have com- - that work will start
Caberet Dance, if
ing
personality.
life
Her
was
present
U.S.
picture
gave
the
Roy
Union
completed,
in
proud
be
of
it's
days.
When
.those
few
plete charge of the supervision
enjoy yourself, meet us at the clean, just and upright and du of the beautiful life lived by spirit
.pío?--diand
name
well
as
as
school
one
of
will
have
finest
the
sahe
feels
building
and
evening
Monday
of the
Roy Theatre
ring her long suffering, she at this dear, mother. ,The flowers
work in the conrr.; unity. If
tisfied that every thing will be buildings of any small town in May the 9th. good music.
no time feared death. She al banked around the casket was you have not attended as yet,
North Eastern New Mexico.
ways looked on the bright side surely a tribute to the esteem come out next Sunday at Ton
of life and the philosophy was in which she was held by those o'clock and join it. You will be
happiness. She wanted every who knew her best.
assured a splendid welcome.
body to be happy, and -- heart
After the funeral services,
Mr .and Mrs. Marion' Conner
aches of life to cease.
a large concourse of relatives
The passing away of this pro- and friends followed the body to were in Roy from Tucumcari last
minent lady has caused a pall of ,the Jewish Cemetary where she Saturday.fhey said they were
sadness to fall over Roy, and was laid away to await the Re- not up to stay this time, but woCo. Store News
Mesa
tho the public knew that her surrection Morn. '
uld probably move to Roy for i
late sickness would cause her
The Floral offerings were their future home within a few
death sooner or later, yet they among-th-e
most beautiful ever weeks. What we want to see is,
thought she would be with them seen m irinidad.
A special for Mr. and Mrs; Conner to build
many weeks,
he sad Auto was used to carry the flo- a nice home in Roy and live here
mor- wers, and the upper part of the the rest of their natural lives.
news reached
séed
need of anything
Are you
ning by wire, whispers of sad- hearse- was also filled with fU
'
The Raptist Church a?.id Sunness could be heard on every wci1?.
tongue.
day School will hold an all day
and
of
relatives
number
A
grade
you
We can
The above expresses the facts fnVnds from a distance attended service, with dinner at ihs chuof the passing away of one of the funeral which was held Tue- rch Sunday May 8th, in h.r.w of
the most beautiful lives that has sday afternoon at 1 o'clock.
the anniversary of the dedicamesa.
cane seed
been lived in our little Village.
The Spanish American with tion, of the church and Mother:)
it's numerous readers extends day.
Come with your Mr.ket wcil
OBITUARY
sympathy to the bereaved faand
seed.
German
Everybody invited.
filled.
mily in their dárk hours of sor
Gussie Cohen the young- row.
L. R. Smith and W. II. McNalest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Cohen, was born at
What do vou say about going ly are new readers this week of
Chico, California, September 4th to the O.E.S. dance May the 9th. the S.A.
1864, and when a mere child
whatever
Let us have your
moved to San Francisco, Califor-

At a special meeting of the
school Board last Monday after
noon, the contract was let for
the New Public and High School
Building for Roy. A number of
bidders were present to bid on
the construction of the building
and altho the range in price3
varied from $61,000 down to
.about $50,000 there were two
bids which were fairly close to
gether, and the contract was let

We missed the news last week
W. H. McNally of Tucum-car- i,
and Mrs. Mittie Laughter:
of this place were quietly, married at Tucumcari last Monday
the 18th, at ' the Baptist Parsonage by Rev. , G. EjEllis of
tht" places..' Mr.. McNally is well
known in Roy and has done' con-
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Beginning April
was

nia with her parents where she

first" the

priae. of 'coal

reduced one dollar per ton.

Solano Flour

still selling at

$0.60

Corn Meal 251b. sack:

Mill run bran

all shorts left in

MESA

$3.75

$1.75

CO.

get the most for what you sell
and pay the least forwhat you buy.

Where you

s

'

grew to 'Womanhood.
While living at San Francisco, she married Jacob Floersheim on November 23rd, 1884. There they
made their home for 18 years
or until 1902, when they moved
to Colorado and after living
there two years, moved to Roy
New Mexico, January 9th, 1904
and have been among our most
prominent citizens since that
date. Mr. and Mrs. Floersheim
were among the first settlers in
Roy ,and were pioneers of the
town.
Several years ago she became
afflicted with a complication of
diseases and altho everything
possible was lone to, alleviate her
.i is Known i10. me-- 1
suiienngs il
mai
dical scienée she gradually grew
worse and a few, weeks ago was
taken to the well known San
Rafael Hospital at Trinidad and
placed under the care of the
best physicians in the State but
nothing could be done to overcome the ravages of that dreded
Brights Disease which was the
cause" of Ker deatH Monday.
Numerous tripa have been
made the past few years by her

and her husband to Hot Springs
Mkeral Wells Springs and va

Special!
DEL MONTE PINEAPPLE SPECIAL NO. 2
GALLON RED PLUMS
" 36 inch
PERCALES
"
32 inch
ZEPHER
"
TOILET DU NORD
"
DAN RIVER
APRON CHECK GINGHAM Per yard
GALLON SWEET PICKLES
GALLON SOUR PICKLES
PEARL WHITE SOAP Six bars for
GALLON WINTER APPLES

..30c
74c

22

'2c
30c

--

.....

27c

20c
15c
$1.33
$1.30

25c
72c

Fresh Vegetables every day
(Watch thi3 space

evry

week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
A Profitable Place to Trade'

'
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TAKES CARE

1

CHITO)

OF 5

"I suffered confc'n-baiwith backache and was often de- ispondent, had dizzy
j spells "and at my
monthly periods it
jwas almost lmpos--i
sible to keep around

Roxbury, Mass.
I
I

ly

I

at

my work.

f

Bring Out the Relie.
It Is reported that the
nmsiurlie is coming back. The family
which tins preserved
grandfather's
mustache cup may yet have use for
it. Boston Transcript.
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, retinen, roughness
or Itching, if any, with Cutlcura Ointment, then bathe with Cuticura Soap
mid hot water. Kln.se, dry gently and
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Adv.
Page a Tailor.
"I nee you are not dunclng with ltuth
any more. What's the matter?"
".My tailor bill got too hh;h. Every
time I left tier I hud to have my clothe
pressed."
Iowa Frivol.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOMA, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that It
. Bears the
f
Signature of
In
for Over til Y mm

nr

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
'

' The Builder.
Knlcker Is a full house tax exempt?
Hocker Not always; you have to
give your wife a present If you lose.

TO

Copyright, All Eight

CHAPTER

Since

my last baby came
two rears aeo mv
has been worse
Iback do position I
get in would
(relieve it, and ooc- -I
tor's medicine did
'
L
J not help me. Afriend
recommended Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and I have found great
relief since using it. My back is much
better and 1 can sleep welL I keep
house and have the care of five children
so my work is very trying and I am very
thankful I have found the Compound
such a help. I recommend it to my
friends and if yon wish to use this letter
I am very glad to help any woman suffering as was until I used Lydia E.
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. Maude E.Tatlob, 6 St James
Place, Roxbury, Mass.
Backache is one of the most common
symptoms of a displacement or derangement of the female eastern. No woman
should make the mistake of trying to
overcome it by heroic endurance.Dut
rofit byMra.Taylor'sexperienceand try
y diali Pinkham's VegetableCompound

DRUGGISTS RECOMMEND

SV1W0OT
For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable rrcord
maintained by Vt. Kilmer's Swamp-Iioothe great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It i a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medicine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
t,

should do.

has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
lie sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
freat preparation send ten cents to Dr
Kilmer k Co., Hinghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this papers Adv.
Swamp-Roo- t

that most men Including themselves are homely, and wonder why.
I
Men notice

me

XI

i

Continued.

21

Harris told his story with such coherence as be could. He and his son
had come up Into the hills to arrange
for the purchase of a property which
they bad beccie Interested In through
a third party, Gardiner. They carried
with them a large sum of money as
proof of the sincerity of their Intentions. At this little cabin they were
to be Joined by Gardiner and by another, named lilies, who also was taking an Interest In the property. -- As
they waited In the cabin, and as he,
Harris, slept after his long drive, they
were suddenly eet upon by outlaws.
Allan shot one down the body still
lay In the doorway but was himself
badly wounded, and had not spoken
since. Harris bad encountered another, but after a severe fight the robber
had escaped. The little black bag in
which the money was carried was gone
with all Its contents. Although he bad
wajted all night In great anxiety, Gardiner and Riles had failed to appear,
and It could only be supposed that
they too had met with foul play. But
some hours after the assault one of the
party had returned, dismounted from
bis horse st some distance, and stolen
softly up to the shanty. Harris had
followed him, and, taking him by surprise, had been able to make bim prisoner.
Sergeant Grey looked from Harris
to Allan, and then to the prisoner, who
conseemed to lie in a
dition nmld bis bonds and gags.
"You were foolish to come Into the
bills with so much money alone," he
said. "I would ,have been at your
service for the asking, and this would
But now that It
not have happened.
has happened, the first thing Is to provide for the wounded man, and the
next Is o place this suspect In custody. I know a rancher's house a few
miles down the valley where you and
your son will have the best attention."
The mounted policeman made a brief
examination of Allan, as best he could
In the gray dawn, for the lantern now
had no oil. "He has not bled very
much," be said. "He bus a strong
frame and ought to have a fighting
chance. ' I will just have a look at the
scene of the crime, and then we will
move him."
He made a hurried survey of the
cabin, merely satisfying himself that
the man In the doorway was quite
dead, and then, with Harris' assistance, quickly found the horses and
harnessed them to the buggy. He also
found soother horse near the roadway,
saddled and bridled. "We will make
the prisoner ride his own horse," he
said, "while you take your son In the
bug(?y."

They placed the wounded and still
unconscious Allan In the buggy as
gently as they could, and then Grey
gave his attention to the prisoner.
Having searched his clothing for weapons, he cut away the bonds that securely held his arms and feet, and red
leased the sack from his
throat. The man writhed and gasped
for fresh air, and the policeman drew
the sack away and revealed the face
of Jim Travers.
half-choke-

,

CHAPTER

No

cigarette has

flavor as Lucky
Strike. Cecause

Lucky Strike Is the

toasted cigarette.

jacks
126 MAnaiOTn
sat a bsrpftln for yna, mm qntrk,
jack rljui
i Ceilr
wuiw'd
Kaplds, Iowa

r
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Converging Trails.
Beulah narrls raised her arms above
her head and drnnk In the fresh mountain air that flooded through the open
window.
They bad been great times wonderful times these weeks spent In the
freedom and harmony of the Arthurs'
Mr. and Mrs. Arthurs
household.
Cncle Fred and Aunt Lilian, as she
now called them had opened their
hearts and their home to Beulah from
the first Indeed, the girl was often
conscious of their gaze upon her, and
at times she would look up quickly
and surprise a strange, wistful look of
yearning-- In their eyes a look that
they tried very hard to hide from her.
They wanted to leave her free to live
her own life to shape her career, for
a time at least, wholly In accordance
with her Impulses.
The arrival of her mother at the Arthurs' ranch had brought fiesh Joy to
Beulah's life. She saw the color coming back to the old face, the frame
straightening up a little. 1 ie light rekindling In the eye, the spring returning to the step. She bad not thought
that her mother, after 25 years of
submission,, had still the
nerve to place a limit on that submission, and the discovery bad surprised
and delighted her. True, Mary Harris
let It be known that she was only on a
visit, and In due course would return
to her home; but Beulah knew the die
bad been cast, and things could never
again be quite as they were.
And then a sound caught her ear,
and up (lie trail she saw two mea on
horseback, a mounted policeman and
another, and behind them other meo
driving In a buggy.
By Intuition Beulah knew that a
mishap had' occurred. Quickly she
drew on her simple clothing and hurried downstairs, but Arthurs was already at the door. The little party
-amo lulo the yard, and the policeman
ode up to the door. The other borse-nin- u
sat with his back to the house;
'

BstWiMSOWftltvBlfbMfaBTOM SAI-from (rower:
11.60; prepaid.
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Mrs. Taylor's Sickness Ended
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
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Declares She Would Like
To Put a Bottle Of Tan-la- c
In The Hands Of
Every Sick Man, Woman
and Child In This Country
Never Saw Its

his hands were chained together In They were not the eyes she had known.
They were the eyes of a man who had
front of bim.
"
1
"Good morning. Sergeant Grey," said been crushed, who had been powdered
,
"SI
Arthurs. "You're early out"
between the wheels of fate. ' The old
The sergeant saluted. The salutamasterful quality, the old Indomitable
tion was Intended ror Arthurs, but at will that stirred her anger and admirathe moment the policeman's eye fell tion were gone, and In their place were
Equal
on Beulah, and even the discipline of coals of sorrow and ashes of defeat
the force could not prevent a momenFor a moment she held back; then,
years of age, but
"I am
tary turning of the head.
with arms outstretched, she fell upon in all my experience I have never
"I've a badly hurt man here," he her father's breast
known a medicine like Tanlac. Think
said, "a man who will need your hos. And then he felt his strength return. of It! At my age to gain twenty-fiv- e
pitality and care for some days. There He drew ber to him as all that re- pounds In weight, but that is Just
was a shooting up the valley la3t night mained In the world; crushed ber to what I have done," said Mrs. Emma
His father Is here, too, unburt physihim; then, "very gently, released her a Reifenstein, of No. 337 Webster ave- cally, but on the verge of collapse. If I little.
He found his fingers nue, Syracuse, N. Y.
am not mistaken."
threading her fine hair, as they bad
"If I had it in my power," she con"We will bring both of them In at loved to. do when she was a little tinued, "I would put a bottle of Tanonce," said Arthurs. "Beulah, will you child.
lac in the home of every siek man,
call Lilian, and your mother, too? Tbey
She sank to ber knees beside bun, woman and child In this country, for
may be needed. But who Is the third V and at hist she looked up in bis face. I know what this wonderful medicine
ha tnnrlnua.1 4 n m .
"Forgive me, my father," she whis- would do. for them. For almost two
prisoner, it seems tne older man peredyears I was almost a nervous wreck.
He kissed .her forehead and strug- I did not dare to leave the house or
overpowered him. Not let us get this
MRS. EMMA REIFENSTEIN,
poor fellow In."
gled with his voice. "We all make even go up town unless my husband
337 Webster Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
The policeman beckoned and Harris mistakes, Beulah," he 6aid. "I have went with me. I was afraid to even
drove the buggy up to the door. Ar- made mine this 23 years, and there-th- ere cross the street and had a feeling of
Is the price 1"
thurs glanced at him with
casual
dread all of the time.
medicine has brought me health and
"Good- - morning," but the next Instant
His words turned Beulah's thought
"My stomach was weak and easily happiness and I Just can't say enough
his eyes were riveted on the visitor. to Allan, and the necessity for action upset. For days at a time I would go in Its praise."
.
"John Harris !" be exclaimed, taking a brought ber to her feat "We must without solid food. I could not rest
Mr. J. Reifenstein, In commenting
great stride forward and extending bis save him," she cried. "We mus and at night to do any good and felt tired on his
wife's statement, said: "Yes,
long arm. "Man, John, I'm glad to we will I Is the policeman gone? We and worn out all of the time. Some
recovery has been a happy surher
Calsee you, but not In these troubles."
must have the best doctors from
days I could hardly drag myself prise to us all. A few weeks ago I
Harris took his band In a silent gary." Looking about she found that across the room and was so weak and had no idea she wobld be able to pull
clasp, and there was a warmth In It Grey and Arthurs had left the room. miserable I was ready to give up.
through, but now she is In better
that set his heart beating as It had They had slipped out to leave father
"My health Is fine now and I eat health than I have ever seen her and
not for years. "It's hard, Fred," he and child alone with their emotion, anything I want and never have a
the credit is due to Tanlac. We have
managed to say in a dry voice, "but but she found them at the front of the
touch of Indigestion. I have never slept been married lifty-tw- o
years today
good
you
by."
house.
to have
It's
better than I do now. My recovery Is and I don't believe I have ever seen,
She seized the policeman by the
Arthurs bent over Allan, who wis
the talk of our neighborhood, as It was her looking any better,"
half sitting, half lying, In the buggy. arm. "Vou must get us a doctor the generally believed I could not
last
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
pleadIn
gray
country,"
In
best
sapped
was
His face
the
doctor
she
and
the
a few weeks longer. This grand everywhere. Adv.
but
"
growing light Tenderly the three men ed. "We will spare nothing
lifted him out "Take him straight up"My guest, Miss Harris, Sergeant
stairs." said Arthurs. "It will save Grey," said Arthurs, and the policemoving him again." Both spare rooms man deftly converted her grasp Into a
In the house were occupied, but Arhand shake.
v
thurs led the way Into Beulah's, and
"Mr. Arthurs has told me the Inthey laid the wounded boy on the jured man Is your brother. He shall
white bed.
want for nothing. And the sooner I
Tou grow by good blood as a tree gets run down and weak easy prey
Arthurs heard Beulah In the hall. go the sooner you will have help."
grows by sap. Rich blood, robust for disease. To be safe, keep the
"Take off his clothes. Grey," he said,
So saying he rode down to the gate,
man. Good sap, sturdy tree. Keep circulation wholesome.
and turned to the doorway. "Where's thanked the cowboy who had been
your mother, Beulah?" he asked In a keeping an eye on the prisoner, and
the blood healthy and wholesome;
For this S.S.S., the famous vege
low voice, closing the bed room door the two started off at a smart trot
poor, impoverished blood
table blood remedy your
behind him.
down the trail.
cannot nourish the body
druggist keeps, Í3 excell"Dressing."
The girl looked In his
Beulah returned to the house to minor remove the vaste as
ent.
Start enriching
face, and drew back with a little cry. ister to her brother, but, Mrs. Arthurs
nature intended.
blood with S.S.S. toyour
"What's the matter, Uncle FredT stopped her on the stairs. .
When your blood Is
day, and write about your
What's wrong?"
"Your mother knows,"" she said.
impure, itching, flaming
condition to Chief Medi"A friend of mine has been hurt, "They'
are hoth In the room with Aloften
skin eruptions
cal Advisor, 838 Swift
and an old friend of your mother's. lan."
your
out,
body
break
and
Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
Her first Impulse was to rush in and
complete the family circle, but some NEW OMAR LIFTS
Birth Rate of France Increases.
HIS VOICE
fine sense restrained her. For distracVital statistics show thaUthe birth
tion she plunged Into the task of preArlxona Poet, However, Strike Differ- rate Increased in France in 1920. At
paring breakfast
Marseilles, for the first time In years,
ent Note From That Struck by
At length they came down, Beulah
the number of births greatly exceedGreat
the
Persian.
saw them on the stairs, and knew that
ed the number of deaths. At
the gulf was bridged.
total of births for the year
Omar Khayyam said that he could
"Allan Is better," her mother said,
dine on a loaf of bread and a Jug of was 689 and that of deaths 520 only,
when she saw the girl. "He has asked
wine; with Her beside him and feel whereas the figures for 1919 had been :
for you." And the next minute Beu- content In
the wilderness but he Births, 420, and deaths, 571. In Toulah 'was on her knees by the white
only meant that he liked the des- lon the number of births exceeded by
bed, caressing the locks that would fall
ert and his old tin Lizzie, and the US that of deaths, something that has
over the pale forehead. crooked roads that make you dlzzle, not happened in 30 years. From Or"How djd I get here, Beulah
he
that start any place and lead nowhere, leans satisfactory figures have also
whispered. "How did we all get here?
nnd Just keep going and never care. been communicated, and at Dieppe the
What has happened?"
per
He liked the mesquite and- the number of births exceeded by-3"You have been hurt, Allan," She
greasewood smell and the long hot cent the number of deaths.
said. "You have been badly hurt, but
days that feel like h 1; the red sunyou are going to get well again. When
An Airplane Brake.
sets and the cool moonlight and the
you are stronger, we will talk about It,
The newest Idea for airplane wheels
soft, sweet air of the desert night
but at present you must lie still and for Omar Khayyam was a wonderful Is to mount upon the periphery of each
rest"
man, who lived his life on an easy wheel a number of little wheels.
"Lie still and rest," he repeated.
This arrangement, says the Popular
plan, with his girls and his wine and
"How good it is to He still and rest!"
big silk tent U, or, my! What Science Monthly, helps to retard the
a
Later In the day the pain In his
a life he spent . . . The desert forward motion of the flying machine
wound began to give much discomfort,
a landing.
The little
Is here like It always was but you on making
but he was able to swallow some porKhayyam any more, becuz In wheels, brought successively Into pocan't
ridge with pure cream, and bis breath
these dry days when every home brew sition by the force of Impact, tend
came easily. His father stayed about
Is on the list of the things taboo, old to check the plane and bring It to
every
the house, coming
little while Omar Khayyam and
his Jug of Juice a quick and smooth stop. to lofik In upon son and daughter, and
would soon get locked In the calaboose,
as Allan's great constitution gave evTo Be Touched.
Salome (Ariz.) Sun.
. ,
idence of winning the fight a deep hap.
,
"Burroughs, must make 'a lot to
.
A
He Had Found His Fingers Threading
piness came upon John Harris. He
The world will never get nny better dress so well."
Her Fine Hair, as They Loved to Do was abie to sleep for a short time,
"He does about three new acuntil children are an Improvement on
When She Was a Little Child.
and In the afternoon suggested a walk their parents.
quaintances a week." Boston Tranwith his wife. Beulah saw that they
script
.
She must not see him Just now. Tou were arm in arm as they disappeared
When money talks we never stop to
will arrange that?"
In the trees bythe river.
Apparently.
criticize Its grammar.
"Yes. . But I must see him I must
"I haven't toid you all yet," Harris
He "Do you really believe ignorhelp."
said to her. "I have done even worse
That respect which Is due to ge is ance Is bliss?" She "I don't know.
Beulah hurried to the room where than you suppose, but In some way It
out with a ladle to the wealthy You seem to be quite happy.""'
dealt
her mother was rapidly dressing. "A doesn't seem so bad today. Last night grandparent
man has been hurt, mother," she said, I was In Gethsemane."
"A widow is not necessarily inconsol-with suppressed excitement. "We need
It was strange to hear a word
The theatrical deadhead is both
nurt tij ucwuuuc otic ictuuiua uu
Inuixs
hot wuter. Will you start a fire in the
of religion from his Hps. Har- passed and present.
range?"
ris had not renounced religion ; he had
Mary Harris mistook Beulah's emo- merely been too busy for it. But this
tion for natural sympathy over a sufword showed that bis mind had been
fering creature, and hurried to the traveling back over old tracks.
kitchen. Mrs. Arthurs was whispering
"And today we are In. Olivet"-sh- e
with her husband in the hall, but a answered, tenderly. "What matters If
moment later Joined Mary at the range.
if everythlngVall right?"
Then Beulah entered the room. The
," be faltered.
"If only Allan
policeman was speaking to Artñurs.
Many foods.while pleasing to
"Allan will get well," she said,
"I must go into town now with my "When he could withstand the first
contain
nourishment.
saying. "I will end shock he will get well. Of course, he
prisoner,"
out a doctor at once, and In the meanIn
attention,
is
must have
but he
the
time I know you will d everything right place for that."
possible."
,
"The Arthurs are wonderful people
Beulah turued her eyes to the bed. he ventured, after a pause. "Mary,
A man was lying there, and an old they have found something that we
combines with its rich, sweet flavor the
man was sitting beside It At the sec- missed."
-,
-- full nutriment of wheat and malted barley
ond glance she recognized him, but in
"But we have found it now, Joha
l.
an instant she had herself under
which makes it an ideal food.
We are going to take time to live. That
'She walked with a steady step Is where we made our mistake."
to the bed and looked for a full minIt has been the favorite ready-to-ea- t
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ute la her brother's face. Then She
cereal for
looked at her, father. ,
Movement of Solar System. '
agree
on the fact that
"What hove, you done to him?" she
Astronomers
said.
' the sun Is moving through space to--'
He threw out his band feebly. "You ward a point in Lyra with a velocity
do well to ask me that," he said. , "I of about 12 miles a second. The whole
take all the blame." He raised his solar system la necessarily Involved In
'
face slowly until his eyes met hen. this motion.
sixty-seve-
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Blood Is the Sap of Life;

Keep It Pure
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Mrs. C.W.Newman and Mrs.
Forbes Spencer and his father NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
J.W.Mackey were up from Sola were m noy irom nuns uu vui-'
We notice some one was kind no last Saturday trading with ness last Saturday. The elder
Department of the Interior.
Spencer is the grandf ather of
enough. to offer an excuse for the Roy merchants.
our neglecting to send in the
the little child that was lost ana U. S. LAND OFFICE at SanThe picture "Blind Husbands"
Tiradley Items. We are able to
reports the little fellow get ta Fe, New Mexico.
he
either write our, excuses or tell shown at the Roy Theatre last
April 2Qth,
nicely.
them pur selves If we find it Friday and Saturday nights was ting along
given that
hereby
is
necessary to be excused.
We well attended and the crowds
Oscar Blunk, of Roy Mora Co,
SEED
MILLET
pleased,
well
were
haven't fond it necessary yet.
1st
German and Siberian; choice New Mexico, who,, on .May, ApWe wish to correct the follow- ded Literary at Solano, were ;
Homestead
Addl
1918
made
3
per
cents
price
recleaned.
ing; that Ralph Hazen did not Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hazen, and and
plication, No. 035733. for SWVi-SEi- t,
pound. Sacks not furnished.
take dinner with Mrs. Don Brad- Mrs. Don Bradley.
V
SEIÍ-SWISec 12, and
C. J. Burton
ley Sunday, but Mrs. Don BradA fine surprise party was gi1
Secton 13. TownMex.
N.
Solano,
ley took supper with the Ralph ven on Terrol Randle Saturday
ship 18 N, Range' 2.4' E 'N.M.P.
Ilazen (family) and others were night, a large crowd of young
Meridian,
has filed notice of inOrange
Seed
Cane
FOR
SALE:
present who all certainly enjo- folks were present, and all en'
make Final Three
to
tention
Millet seed at $2.00
yed one of the best supper's and joyed a lively evening playing and Pearl
to establish claim
Year
Proof,
lasts.Lome
while
per
hundred
it
most enjoyable evening they games etc. at the midnigh hour
on to the land above described, bewant
best
you
the
once
if
at
had for some time, all prepared dainty refreshments were ser- the mesa; bring your own sacks. fore F. H. Foster, U.. S. Commisved. All left wishing they miby Mr. and Mrs. Hazen.
O. A. MURPHY Mosquero R.l sioner, at his office at Roy New
"
Word was received from G.C.. ght get to go back and enjoy
2- 23 pd Mexico, on the 1st day of June,
Hamilton 'and family that their another such a good time.
1921.
Iiouseand all they had except
M. Baker was á Bradley-visi- tor
Claiment names as witnesses:
Wednesday.
what they had on, was .destroGeo. H. Ray, A. I. Burleson,
Millet Seed for sale
German
yed by fire. We are all sorry
The League of Nations will at $1.00 per bushel; no sacks Webb Kidd and Luther Corneal,
to hear of Grover, and Emma's meet at the Ralph Hazen home furnished. H. W. Davis, 1 mile
A. M.Bergere.
misfortune, it seems when they every Tuesday evening at 7:30 North of Brand School house,
all of Roy, New Mexico.
left their home here and went sharp.
Kegister.
pd.
to Kansas, they had bad luck
Joe Woods and Lloyd Morford
almost continually. Their many are able to be out and" walking
NOTICE for PUBLICATION
For Sale or Trade;
friends sympathize with them around once again. They were
and wish their luck would chan- able to walk out in the Sunshine . .Big German Millet and early Denartment of the Interior, .
Amber Cane Seed S1.00 Der bu.'
ge for' better now.
Sunday.
Clayexchange for cor or beans. U. S. LAND OFFICE at
will
Tom Hamilton and wife had
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren" is improMexico.
New
ton,
their
lopsing
E. S. Cameron
the 'misfortune of
ving, she has the Chas. Woods
March zist, ivzi.
voung baby girl. We hate to see family for neighbors and we on the Chas Davis Farm, Roy,
given that
hereby
is
NOTICE
having
'
óur old time neighbors
New Mexico.
know this will help her a great
of Albert,
Heimann,
P.
Fred
luck.
so much bad
lot
New Mexico, who, on April 13th
Call
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Woods
who has been
Beem,
1918, made Addl. Homestead
Mrs.
Jim
visited Grandma Hazen who has on the sick list. the past week,
Entry Under Act of July 3, 1916
been very 111, but is now able is reported better.
Ser. No. 022853, tor Nüiyi, sec
For
to be up and around.
Township 19 North;
7,
tion
farmers
ambitious
Among
the
S. School was given up last
31
East, N3I.P. Meridian,
Range
are
the
breaking sod
Sunday on the account of the who are
notice ot intention to
filed
has
the
and
ila
brothers
guarantee to get you there and make three year Proof, to estawind, and because of every one Hiemann
brothers.
zen
being busy in the fields, we do
get you back.
blish claim to the land above
Mr. Jackson, Manager of the
not have such large crowds out.
described, before F. H. Foster,
TelephoneDodds.
Brathe
in
So this enables every one to get Solano Mill, was out
U. S. Commissioner, at his
a seat and we will not have to dley community Friday.
sale-16- 0
in Roy, New Mexico, on
N.E.
8
miles
acres
For
Mrs, Clara Bradley was unmake more room for a while, at
day of May 1921.
7th
the
price
Roy
on
hole
place,
water
least until our busy folks are able to hold school Monday, on of
Claimant names as witneses:
v
able to attend,. .
the account of having a severe $15 per acre. W.J. Vance .
Frank P. Heimanni Jr. of Roy
'
"
Tucumcari N.E New Mexico. T. J. Heimann, of
The Hazen brothers are ship- cold.
Mrs. Krosnick was kind enou
ping a lot of fine hogs to Kansas
Roy, New Mexico, A. J. Beller,
FOR SALE;
we
hogs,
fine
about
Talk
gh to bring our minister out
r.tv:
Bueyeros, New Mexico, ana
of
320 Acres. 8 miles East of
say these are the finest hogs we Sunday.
Shields, of Hayden, New
George
fenced and at Jeast 280
seen.
at t Wnnris was able to be Rov: All
Mexico.
can be plowed.
Mrs. R. B. Smith was called up and around after his accident acres
Paz Valverde
Richard Keynoms.
bed
to Texas, to her mother's
causea oy nis large
Register.
had
he
Mexico.
New
Roy,
side, last report her mother imbecame unmanagable
proving.
and caused him to break his
NOTICE for PUBLICATION
Mrs. Louis Richardson and arm, two ribs and several otner
Leo-rdaughter
adopted
the new
small injuries.
Department of the Interior
came down from Dawson to
Mr. and Mrs Heath were visitU. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayand
Mr.
people
visit the Bradley
ors a tthe Lyle Ilazen home.
New Mexico.
ton,
show her fine baby girl.
Mrs. Heath are from Della-ve- n
and
March uist, iyzi.
Ralph Hazen gathered up
and are practically strangersheréby given that
is
NOTICE
big
to
decidthe
went
crowd and all
but all who met them
here
of Mosquro,
Martinez,
'rank
lake and all enjoyed a fine boat éd they are fine folks ana we no
9,
M..- - who, on June 10, 1916,
Nat'l
First
Room
N.
evening.
ride and the beautiful
pe to see them .here oiten.
made Homestead Entry, No.
Bank Bldg,
Tell Bradley and Adam Troup
Mrs. Cora Hazen and family
022310, for N'á
accompanied by Frank Clinard have been on the sick list this
Sec.23
NWi4 and W'2
Literary
attended the Solano.
week and it was thought they
26,
Section
NWM.
N
and
Friday.
might have a slight touch oí
N.M.
29E,
Range
17N,
Township
Doc Pierce and family moto- - scarletina
Meridian, has rued notice ot
red down from Dawson to help
Grandma Hazen and also Grato make Final Three
intention
Walter Quillin get settled down ndpa are proud to let folks know
to establish claim
Proof,
Year
on the homestead of Doc's. We they are keeping Jheir granddadescribed, beabove
to
land
the
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
are glad to welcome our old time ughter while Mrs. Lysle is ill.
U. S. ComWynne,
A.
A.
fore
Department of the Interior,
neighbors back to our neighbor- Mrs. Richardson reports things
in Mos
missioner,
office
at
his
ill in Dawson.There being
hood again.
day of
M.
on
4th
N.
quero,
the
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
the
Little Alice Hazen is improv- 10 cars of officials visited
May
1921.
New Mexico.
ot
ing after a spell of symptons of Camp and closed down much
Claimant names as witnesses:
April 18, 1921
working
mines
The
the work.
Typhoid Fever.
Cordova, Miguel Mar
Zacarías
"C
orders
of
week.
days a
tinez. Jose Inez Perea. and De
Mrs. Elsie Hazen who has only two or three and her brot-o- REPUBLICATION
Flora May West
Cordova, all of Mosquero.
been seriously ill for the past
from Solano NOTICE is hereby given that metrio
Mexico.
New
two weeks, is on the road to re
and attended the Randall party Virgil H. Anderson, of Roy. New
Paz Valverde
covery,
Meyico, who, on' Aug. 23 1920,
'
Register.
Among the people who atte-- . Saturday evening.
JNo.
made Homestead entry,
024783. for Lot 1. NEiA-NWNotice of Sale of School Bonds
Sec,7, T19 N, R 26 E.
of School District No. 45 of
Sec 12, IMEVi, Sec 13
The County of Mora,
T 19 N, R 25E. N.M.P. Meridian,
State of New Mexico.
has filed notice of intention to
make three year Proof, to esta
NOTICE is hereby given, that
blish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register and Re
undersigned Treasurer of
viver TJ. S. Land Office, at I,thethe
County
01 Mora, 01 the state
Clavton. New Mexico, on the ot New Mexico, will otter tor
8th day of Juñe 1921.
sell, at the Town of
sale
Claimant names as witnesses Mora, and
County, New Mexi
Mora
Earl Baum. Link Hiñes. A. J. co. on the 27th dav ot May A.D
Baker and George O. Cable, all 1921. Six (6) Negotiable Bends
of Roy ,New Mexico.
of the denomination of FIVE
Paz Valverde
Register HUNDRED $500.00) DOLLARS
each, of School District No. 4i,
of the County of Mora, of the
PUBLICATION,
NOTICE FOR
State of New Mexico. Said
Bonds to become due not less
Interior,
Department of the
than Twenty (20) nor more
than Thirty 30) years after
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
date, and redeemable at the
Mexico.'
Fe,New
of the School Directors
pleasure
April 20th, 1921
School
District No. 45, of the
of
hereby
criven that
NOTICE is
County
Mora, of the State of
of
Laura B. Casados, of Mora, New New Mexico,
at any time at tor
Mexico, who, on April 4th 1917,
(10y years from the date of
ten
JNo
entry
made Homestead
E'2- - said bonds.
032179, for
Said Bonds shall bear interest
Section 1,
SW14 .. SWVi-SEl- t,
at the rate of Six (G) percent
T23N Rahsrel7E.N.M.P.Meridian
payable semihas filed notice of intention to per anum, interest office of the
annually
at
the
Proof,
esta
year
to
make three
of Mora County, New
hhsh claim to the land above Treasurer
Mexico,
in
the Town of Mora,
described, before U. S. Commis
Mexico, said bonds will be
New
Mexico,
on
New
.Mora,
sioner, at
sold to the highest bidder, therethe 1st day of June 1921.
for,
for cash. Provided howClaimant names as witnesses
said Treasurer cannot acever,
Jim Gray, Emma Gray, Albert cept any
bid for said bonds
Marnum. a of Ocate. New Mex.
less
which
than Ninety (90)
is
New
Mora,
of
and Teodosio Pino,
on theDollar.
Cents
Mexico.
Don R. Casados
A. M. Bergere
'
'
Treasurer of Mora
Register
-....
Countv, New Mexico."
BRADLEY ITEMS.
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The ABCO MASTER BATTERY, Guaranteed for 13
Months, the price is right and most amazing is its perforplates makes
mance,
and
this battery a truly Master Battery.
Non-Sulphati-

Non-Bucklin-

g

A, sells for $28.00 F.O.B. Roy,
The ABCO type
New Mexico., and the following are some of the cars it fits.
Buick 1917-1- 8
Ford
Metz
Chevrolet 490
Oakland
Oldsmobile
Dixie
Overland 4
Dort
.
Emerson
Sa' on
Crow-Elka-

...

rt

-

Prices on other sizes are as good as the

A.

ANDERSON BATTERY
STATION

I.GDodds

U. S. L. SERVICE
Batteries; tested and water free.

Auto Livery

oi-fi- ce

J.H.Roy

E.

Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor

Il3-V-

Land Matters before the Department of the
Interior Contests, etc.

a.

Elmer E. Veeder
ATTORNEY
AT LAW..

jija, a y
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East Las Vegas,

We do everything in the Photo Line

New Mexico

Let us Frame your Diploma, License or

.

"

Pictures of any kind or size.
We have a good selections of Mouldings.

,

.

ut

We

alSO

dO-Kod-

ak

Finishing
Kodak Repairing

'

.

.

!

Farm Views
Enlarging
Copying

Framing
Cleaning old Pictures

V.

a poor Carried man

E2-NEi-

SW-SE-

A,

Vi

Do you need a smile?

Then see A Poor Married Man
Is it a laugh? Then spend two hours

with

9 A. M.

to 4 P. M.

L. E. DEUBLER
Photographer
Roy, New Mexico

A POOR MARRIED MAN

Presented by

Friday evening May 6th
Admission 25 & 50 cents

SE1A-NW1-

A,

FOR SALE or TRADE
962 acres of good farm land priced right to turn by owner.
GLENN COOLEY
SPANISH AMERICAN OFFICE
ROY,

Office Hoars

NEW MEXICO

1

-

We are now prepared to serve
ICE CREAM and all kinds
"ICED DRINKS"
We handle the famous

"MASONS CREAM"
THE KIND YOU ALL LIKE SO WELL

OUR Bakery Department
always has a fine line of fresh
BREAD md PASTRIES

Ideal Bakery--

Confectionery

G.M.LEWIS Proo.

i
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the goods.- '
IL C. Builard cf Gladstone,
was iransactipg busincca in cur
city cue day this week.
Mrs. A. V. Stafford is cn the
Say! we had a city
sick list.
election Monday. We kicked up
enough dust for a" town twice
ouv i:e. One thing we have always noticed about these elections, M man never knows just
how mean he is until he rims
for office. Anyway, M. H. Smith
was elected first Mayor of Mills,
H. W. Dykeman Clerk. C. S. Jo
nes, A. K. Uarentz, U. is. Moon
and E. G. Parks, Trustees.
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FURNITURE AND HOUSE
HOLD GOODS. FOR SALE

Cope to Have Modern

.

Dairy Strictly Sanitary.

The Core Dairy which has
been supplying the town with
milk for the past few months,
has decided to eive it's custo
mers the advantage of all the
modern equipment any dairy
Mr. Cope has just
can have.
ordered a DeLaval Clarifier
from the J. E. Busey Company.
This machine is a centrifugal
cleaner for milk which extracts
all dirt, trash, bloody or broken
down corpuscles and practically
all bacteria breeding substances.
Milk put through this machine
is absolutely safe for babies. Mr.
Cope cannot furnish enough
milk for his customers now and
says that he will have to put on
more cows in a very short time.

Sectional Bookcase
Real Leather Duiold
4 Rockers (dull finish)
4 Brussel Rugs
one of these is brand new
1 Grass Rug
2 Small Rugs
1

-

LOST: Two clintcher Auto tire
rings or bands, between L. N.
DeWeese home and Liberty,
Finder please write L. N.
and receive reward.

De-'tyee- se

c

Wayland Halfhill of Allerton,
Iowa, is visiting at the Marion
Conner home, also at the J. W.
Mackey home. Mr. Halfhill is
in the west for his health and
is well pleased with New Mexico
and by the way, we might add
that he was Mr. Mackey's "Buddy" in the S.A. war.
L. G. Duncan returned to
Illinois for a few . weeks
visit last Thursday; he will be
ffone about 6 or 8 weeks and in
the mean time Mr. Hornbaker
will have full charge of the Roy
Ri-vert-

trape, bargains
Mahogary Library Table

All in good
1
1

of for

'

i

son of Mr. and Mrs. Wrn.
died Tuesday night of
pneumonia, runeral vas held
Thursday afternoon at 2 P. II.
The bereaved parents have the
sympathy of the entire commu

$60,000

-

Schoe-unerstea- d,

J

A

JTO.

and for several years has teen
assistant postmaster at that
place. Mr. Rupe is a promising
young fanner from Stoneington
Colo. Where the happy young
couple will make their home,
their many friends wish them
a long happy life.'

.

íl
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR

SE14-SE1-

.

'

Out of the more than 3,000,000 Ford car3
new in use, about sixty percent have been sold
to farmers. Probably no other one thing has
brought to the farm 50 much of comfort and
profit as has the Ford car. It has enlarged
the social life, doubled the facilities for marketing, brought; 'the town r.ext door to the farm,
multipliedfortlie farmer the pleasures cfliving.
A family 'car without an equal in lo7 cost of
operation and maintenance. We solicit your
order for one now because the demand is large
and continually increasing.

,

THE LECK MOTOR COMPANY'
I. OY., NEW MEXICO
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Do you realize, you people of this Mesa, the advantages
of the country in which you live?
Do you realize, nonresident owners, the great benifit to
be gained by living on, and farming your own land in this

country?

.

Our Beloved Ben, Perhaps we
have acted the hog by devoting
the gems from your wonderful
brain without giving so much
as a grateful smile in return,
but son I let not thine heart be
troubled nor thy spirits become
downcast for thou knowest we
know you are a writer of some
reputation. We have refrained
from saying so
be
cause have you not been singing your own praise from the
house top? Then what is the
need of our scabrous voice and

y
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FROCK

sj

KEDS.

NONAME

HATS

Command Attention

For men and boys who enga
ge in redblooded pastimes
No matter what your favorite
sport n;ay be or weather you
every one
have none at au
will find these shoes most comfortable and one of the easiest
shoes ever worn.
Women and misses will find
them iust the thing for cool sea
sonable wear.
In the nrnnpr
styles.
I

the east?

Do you realize, you land owners in the east that you can
get 20 to 40 percent on your money invested In land in this
country where your land in the east will only pay you from

three to five percent.

Do you realize, Farmers all over the - country, that we
have one of the best producing sections to be found in any
newly developed portions of the United States.
We are ready and willing at any time to answer any inquiry and give you information and statisticts that will convince you that this is the best place in the country to live
and Invest your money. ,
Address all inquiries to;

.

The effectiveness of simplicity and graceful designing have been most
successfully combined in the cool little frocks which have just arrived.
These dainty frocks for party and dress wear will win the instant
approval of every little maid, while no less interesting are the
.. ,
attractive gingham dresses for schaal and play hours.

till

in

,

stammering tongue joining in?

FROCKS FOR EVERY OCCASION.

No finer suits than these are,
to be had. Suits of good quali
ty, splendidly tailored and low
Immediate selection
in Drice.
is advisable, if you wish to se
cure the fabric and style that
p'eases you.

Do you realize, you renters in the east, that you can own
your own farm in this country easier than you can pay rent

re

However, sometime when Wb
have nothing else to do and our
editor can spare us a column of
his valuable paper and also when
the new devil acquires a little
more patience, we will get our
old dictionary down, gently brush the dust there-froand ex
tol your praise to your hearts
content. Now Ben! we do not
want to attend your funeral for
a century yet a least and say,
Ben, do not you know that only
naughty boys stick out their
tongues at people? We do not
think you would be a naughty
boy even if you were dead. So
if we should go to your funeral
and lay a nice juicy piece of
"Chawin terbaccer" right under
your nose, wouldn't you smile
at us instead? Just once? Please
Mr Geo. Ames and Miss Jes
sie Fender of Roy, were in our
city Tuesday. Miss Jessie used
to be one of our school teachers
and we are always glad to see
her come back.
We forgot to mention the
fact last week that J. B. Lusk,
has had lightening rods put upon
his ranch house north west of
town.
We are wondering if we had
not ought to go thou and do

DO YuU REALIZE?

,
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

-

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

.

A

nity.

D. D. Holopeter, has accepted
a position in the mill.
Harry Lammon of Kephart was
,
in our city Monday.
'Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Cochrane
were guests of Mr. and Mrs V.
Chair F. Burris Sunday aftenoon.
C. F. Bermine has been off
duty at the mill for about ten
days wijji a poisoned hand and
R. L. Dennis is working cn both
day and night shift.
A little child of Mr. and Mrs.
Trinidad McGrath is quite sick

-

Ai.

I

,

Miss Florence Lamonon and
Mr. Roily Rupe, were married
April 19th at Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Miss Lammon is the daughter
of Harry Lammon of Kephart,

J MJ U.L

U. S. LAND OFFICE
Clayton, New Mexico.
April 26th 1921.
NOTICE is hereby: given that
Henry G. Eaumann,
cf Mills
Mora Co.,New Mexico, who, cn
January 14th 1918, made Home,
stead Application, No 025705,
4
of Section 3,
for
1 Buffett
Township 21N. Range 25 E. N.
Henry Krabbenschmidt at this writing.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
T. J. Brantly cf the New tor of intention to make Final Three
Fred G. Campbell, came in. neighborhood, was in town Mon Year Proof, to establish claim to
from North Washington Pen- day, and purchased a load of the land above described, before
nsylvania Thursday noon, look fence posts and wire.
b. 11. Jboster, U. S. Commissioing five years younger from his
C. J. McClure left Monday ner, at his office at Roy, New
much needed rest. " We were night for Kansas City on busi Mexico, on the 13th day cf June
sure Fred would soon return ness. We do not know whether 1921.
when he left and we are all glad he will bring her back with him Claimant names as witnesses:
to see him back again.
Sam Ansley of Mills, N. Mex.
or not.
John Eddy of Mills, N. Mex.
Once upon a time Mr. and Mr
Mr.Roberts of the firm of V. E. Bixbey possesed a cat Charles Weatherill of Roy, N.
Roberts and Olver of Amarillo which had the naughty habit of Mex. and Chas beatón, cf ClayTexas also of this place was in catching chickens.
They had ton, New Mexico.
Roy on business the first of the tried numerous ways of getting
Paz ValVerde
week. Mr. Roberts is well pleased rid of the beast, but' to no avail.
Register. '
with the business here.also for Sunday morning as Mr.Cixby
the outlook of future business-Whi- le started out of doors to emptj
here Mr. Roberts foufcd ' a pan of ashes, Mrs Cat ran un
slight breeze we hacj Suntime to caLLcn the S.A. and con- der the house. Mr. Bixby dum- that
day morning' soon livened it, up,
gratulated us on our paper,ped the pan of ashes in the hole so when Mrs'.1 Bixby awoke the
where she went' under go she flames were coming through the
0. Arellano and Irvin Floer-siiei- could not get out arid told hit cracks in the kitchen
floor and
of the Springer Times, wife he was going for 0 &tea'
the house was full of smoke. She
were in Roy Wednesday and trap to catch the horrid tiling put
it out by dashing wter on
Thursday.
Ms. Bixby lied down and went the floor, but the floor was badto sleep. There was a litle coa' ly burned in a few places. She
who said so? of fire in the ashs which Mwas fortunate to discover it in
'f ycu dort believe it, cose to Eixby put under the house and timeWe
do not know Svhat bethe O.E.S. chnce May (he Oth.
came of the cat, but if we were
a betting man, we would bet she
escaped with her life and caught
another chicken.
O. T. Wilson of Arcade, N. Y.
arrived last week. Mr. Wilson
C. A. Smith and Mr. Alexander
from Wichita Kansas, made a
MEXICO.
SATURDAY APRIL .30th, 152L
business trip to Gladstone. Sat

Kitchen Tablcr
1 Card Table and
combined
1 Baby Buggy
1 Ice Box
1 Water Tank
1 Sewing Machine .
1 Dining Table

:

íiPITiiL qqd 8!T,I'Jtl.S

Little Johnnie Schoennerstedt

1 Dresser (Princess style)
1 Bed, Mattress and Springs
1 Bed Mattress
1 Wardrobe
2 Heaters also pipe
1 Perfection '4 burner oil
ccok stpve with oven
1 Fireless Cooker
1 bench of aluminum ware
3 Folding Chairs
4 Straight Chairs

1

i
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Cement Works.

'
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-

2.09 Per Year

KBiHtKtu

Acvciti.-c-

certainly rhewed 1.3 it
payed to advertice aleo to "net
advertise unless ycu can c'diver

Wm. G. Johr.soa Associate Editor.
S

jet over the

rhy

THE SPA LSH- - AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L. Bchultz Editor.
.Subscription

b ocr

rr.d

McCarger & Hooper
.

ROY, NEW MEXICO

"WE INSUI?6 ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING'
I now have my complete elec
trical equipment in good running
order. Batteries given individual
charges makes them last longer
30 why not have those weak mag
nets made good as new by an experienced electrician. Prices are
right. C.R.Bagwell Roy N.M.

R. D. Purcell and

Georo--

e

Frpp- -

man returned from Alva,
Thursday, and they report that Ralph Freeman is
doing nicely,

Oklo-hom- a,

Meet us at the O. E. S. dance
Monday eve. May the 9th, good
time assured everyone.

aT
re- w

ar
rices

at Liberty Garage

7

.1

J. D. Campbell and W. L. Johnson
GUARANTEES
all work on automobiles and anything in gas or electrical
We back up our work,S0 cents per hour.

'

lines.

1

JOHNSON AND CAMPBELL, Roy, New Mexico.
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SOLANO ITEMS.

County Seat FATJO'S HONEY
Extracted
News

Ray Busey was attending
court at Mora the first of the
week, and naturally combined
uusmess with the trip and made
number of sales of Separators
other goods in his line while

Milton Floersheim and V. V.
Caris attended the funeral of
Mrs. J." Floersheim at Trinidad
last Tuesday. Mr. Cams repre-- a
sented the Oddfelows and Rebe-an- d
kah Lodge of this place at the
funeral.

W'onder how many saw the
Fancy Comb :
Honey Eclipse Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs: M. Conner of
Fo ' sale by tha case
Tucumcari, spent the week end
and ia 5 gal. caps
with relatives and friends. They there- Retailed by all
.
had with them Mr. Halfhill who
Leading Grocers is very much interested in this
Italian Bees and Queens
country.
,
, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Grace attended the Chautauqua at Mills
Thursday,
and Saturday nights.
P.O
Mex.
New
Box
Springer,
Irvin Ogden Sr Correposndent)
The Literary was well
Friday night and the
like making a directory to list
County Seat' News.
was better than usual,
program
This is Court week, in Mora them all.
Each year men are
I I
(SW
T- m V k it -program, pies were
the
after
county
anjd there is so much doing and
All other parts of the
m
m forging ahead, coming in
sold to the highest bidder, and
so many people from all parts are also represented. Joe Garcia
juhelp
go
to
the
proceds
to prominence in the buthe
oí the county here, that to at- our neighbor on the claim is here
to
siness world, who have
tempt to record ALL the news and busy with his Grand Jury nior ball team that expect good
some of the
would be a job for a man who also J.L.Swaim who was so lucky clean up on
not been heard of before
about the 4th of
teams
junior
was in training, not for a mere an accident enroute, made him
by the public.
28
"Country Correspondent.
late and he got his per diem and July.
V. Milburn had the misforAs a rule their success
Court opened promptly at 9 mileage and got away the first M. to
lose a fine milch cow
tune
JuMonday
A.M.
morning with
day.
not as sudden as it
is
dge D. J. Leahy presiding. Dist,
The bounty Board )f Educat- this week.
seems.
Years oi careiui
Mackey
who
Carrol and Cecil
Attorney Luis Armijo on the ion met Monday and advertised
Tuplanning, and
saving
at
School
High
and
atending
are
job and W. E. Goitner Stenogra- for bids for the Solano school
end
spent
week
cumcari,
the
strict attention to businepher and Lino Romero, Interpre- building .also advertised the bo- with
parents
Mr. and Mrs.
their
Saposts.
Sheriff,
nd election forthe Nolan consoliter at .their
ss-then
the arrive.
Mackey.
'
bino Lopes was also present with dated district and considerable J. W.
Torn Wright of Las Vegas,
his undershireff John Wootton other routine business. F.M. Hu- was
Sunday guest of Miss Mijob.
deputies
on
the
and several
These examples should. serve as inspiration to
ghes of Solano a member from ldred a Anderson at" the Ladd
The docket shows a long list the east end was present.
the young man or young woman with ambition.
home.
of live cases and a lot of "dead-wooOur friends from the east end
H. R. Johnson and family, Ed
Save your money carefully in an account at the
but material enough for persist in asking if it is as cold
family and Mrs. Tom
Dean
CITIZENS
a ten days session and money as this all the time here. It has Ladd, and
STATE BANK and be ready for your
went fishing Saturday.
enough in the Court Fund to been cold for a few days but it
opportunity.
A small deposit will open an AcThey report fish scarce but a
finance it.
count here,
it has been out on the mesa too general good time anyway.
The Grand Jury got busy we believe. A lot of moisture
poisioned
Monday forenoon and a number would be welcomed by all of us. .Burton Thomas was
caneating
Saturday
from
last
of minor cases were disposed off ' The Pantagraph people came
goods. He is getting better
ned
Mills, New Mexico
got
while they
their first batch with a' truck Friday and took now and ' will soon be alright
of cases disposed of.
away all the machinery of the again.
-One case of interest in Roy El Eco del Norte. It is said
lost a calf this
E.
D
Choate
was a "No true Bill" against they will move their plant from
too much
eating
week
from
Webb Ividd, a Case of assult Wagón Mound to Las Vega
wheat.
which you maybe know about. and the Pantagraph will be prinRev. E. Wr. McMillen filled his
An indictment was found aga- ted in Vegas and mailed from
appointment Sunday foregular
inst Macario Valdez for assult Wagon Mound in the future. renoon at this place and in the
THE SERVICE GARAGE
with a deadly weapon." The case This leaves the S.A. the only
at Liberty. C.W. Newwas among people of Red River paper in Mora County and it will afternoonfamily
furnished transcanyon. "The ' jury of which be cut off in June. Mora will man and
McMillen and
Rev.
for
portation
E. J-- ULIRoy was foreman and have a paper .at. the County Seat
'RAYMOND PENDLETON & GERALD DODDS
Lola who
Miss
daughter
their
Odea Hearn a member, found by .that time and thus evade ths
view.
Pleasant
at
teaches
guilty". He is a dwarf stigma of being a' county with '
him
Dr. Daniels of Roy, called on
and shot at a big fellow whom, out .a newspaper.
Eletrical Specialists.
Inez Cate Tuesday evening
Miss
show,-had
the evidence seemed to
Webb Kidd, who has just re- of last week on his way to Claythreatened him with a
turned from Ivan sas and K. C. ton. The young people played
BRING IN YOUR AUTO AND TRACTOR
.
,
He reports that the green
e
quite a nice joke on the Doctor,
The case of four boys from
devastated a large area oí while he was in town but he
OVERHAULING AND HAVE IT DONE
Vatrous with perj.ury growing Kansas wheat and alfalfa but
and would
out of a murder case tried here he will ship a lot of steers there took it
treated if he could have
last year, began Tuesday mor- for snmmer pasture rand expects have
BY COMPETENT MECHANICS.
found
a Cafe.
ning,. The original case was
to have to market ihem from
came
family
and
Dock
Pearce
at the time it wag tried there at a loss in the fall. Jric down frorñ
Dawson r Sunday to
We will overhaul ytvx FORD motor, and burn
and the esse of perjury growing is not optomistic over the out-- look
ranch and visited
the
after
n all bearings for 520.00, we use genuine Ford parts
out of it promises ,lo be ctvxdt lopk'for the. cattle industry fo; G. W. Perry and family, while
No pliony .parts.
Attorehy Davierfcof the future 'and figures that a!'
ional.
.'
Let us recharge that Magpitto that has been
Santa Fe, is the atomey ío ' the the cattle men .are losers to at here.
M. V. Milburn who has had
giving you sruch bum rervice.
defense.
Ford Magnetos
least two thirds of their holdings, so much pump trouble, has sue
in or out "of car for $2.50 other magnetos
There .ire 19 criminal cases since the" recent
and
fixed
ceeded in getting it
50c p3r magnet.
docketed end .several more maj
.
We' are looking forward to vi now has plenty of water.
'
Grano
be expected i'rom the
sit Roy soon but it is hard to
F. M. Hughes and Henry Farr
Jury, and about 150 civil cases, say just when,' it may.Le-i.excalled to Mora this week
were
FORD PARTS, ACCESSORIES AND
running from suit on notes ant vreek. Wc thank the Spanish on school
matters.
accounts to divorces.
American for the cordial invitaHarry Berry of Toas, is visiwvr. i list
of the tion to come back .bu- t- .we n,
Wo hnno
f
U. S. L. CATTERIES.
ting
his cousin Mrs. Tom Ladd.
transacted just enough of a welscher to be
business - actually
to
taken
was
Ross
Orpha
Miss
from Mr. Gortner for next week. glad to be out of it till the new
Plumlee Hospital Tuesday
Judge Chas. A. Fraker will county is safely on its feet and the an
operation for appendicitis
for
' onn the Probate Court here
Maybe we will return Miss Orpha has many friends
going.
Monday at whieh itime he will then and share in the paying of
who are interested in her recodemand that all nrobate cases taxes for which you will gel very.
up for action be presented. Set- something in return, differing
THE OWL
tlements of estates, Administra- from the conditions of the past
him
find
will
tors, and guardians
in that respect at least.
an interested listener to their
We understand tha A. S. Han
We have accepted an invitareports.
tion to visit at the ranch of Aga-pit- o son has handed in his resignaCounty Supt, Mrs. Ogden, reAbeyta up the canyon seven tion as manager of the Chas
turned Saturday from Santa Fe, miles. He has a mile of trout Ilfeld Stores at Springer and
that the Rumely OilPull tractor does with unusual ease
where she attended the meeting stream on his land which is ah Roy, known as the Springer and
and economy. It will also do your land rolling, discing,
hauling, road work, threshing, harvesting in fact,
of Coustty and City Supt'a. cal- added attraction, besides, he is T?nv Tradinsr Co's. Mr. Hanson
practically every
r
and belt job you have on
led by State Supt Conway, to a prince of the first order and has held this responsible posi
your farm.
to
matters-ointerest
'discuss
tion for several years and has
a democrat who knows why.
And it saves you time and money on every operation
the department heads and 'Cuss' We will have to ring off 'as made good at the work, aitho
because it is specially built thruout to use cheap kerosene under all conditions, and at all loads up to its full
the late lamented legislature for it is mail time and will write it has been a hardship on him
rated horsepower. Every OilPull is backed by a
their action in behalf of those more tomorrow and try to get on acount of the long distance
ten guarantee to do this.
who made school teachers the it to you. There is more news between the two stores, JUr.
The OilPull is easy to start and' easy to opeiate. It
the
"Goat" while protecting
remain
is throttle governed there is no waste of fuel and the
week than we can write and TTiinson will
this
A'Uuwiiling',tax-payers-of-grea- tflow of power is smooth and steady.
system the first with the stores for several weeks
í
r.nn14-nrviViinnrVi get out of our
The OilPull is built to give yeara of hard service.
before his successor is named.
day.
It is designed particularly strong and powerful, it has '
TTo has not vet decided just what
an unusually efficient system of lubrication and all
iThe Jvrite;
working parts are well protected from dirt and dust.
work he will take up after he is
VICINITY.
AND
MOSQUERO
went along as chaperon, Shoffer
Another important feature is
The
relieved but we hope that he
Rev. McMillen is
OilPull will not overheat on the hottest day nor freeze
and general necessity, and visiwill decide to remain in Roy as
on
coldest.
There
the
are
no
delays and lost time with
ted friends in the state capital well and is contemplating on ta we need more men like Mr. Han
the OilPull due to radiator troubles.
to kill time.
king a rest for a while.
son.
There is en OilPull Eire to fit your farm.
Mrs. Charley Hill is sick this
Mr. Back, of the Back Merc.
Co. is driving a fine new Buick week.
ANDERSON GARAGE & MACHINE
Messrs H. R. Blakely and W.B.
"
Mr. Geo. Cochrane and Sam Hickman, of Cimarron, were in
car of late. He is the kind of
WORKS
driver that h& few accidents or Fessler. were transacting busi Roy this week bidding on tne
ROY, NEW M .i 0
ness here in the County Seat.
repair bills.
Hie-School building. They re
L. N. DeWeese and tamiiy, present the Western Construc
The Mora Hotels are having
13
Monte Mrs, Dietteritch, Mrs. Ed Noble tion Co. of that place. Both men
a harvest this week.
Leach
Mr.
Gilbert
children,
full
and
and
rooms
Butler has all his
were highly impressed with our
has turned away a lot of busi- nnrl mother. Mr. T. M. Ogden little town and left an order for
ness that would be welcome bet- and wife, were dinner guests at the R. A. for the coining year to
ween court terms. The same is Vio nan T.nrns home Sunday. give them tie facts of our little
true of the Kohn sisters and L. N. DeWeese had a' little bad town and also the Mesa.
many have sought entertain- luck on his trip, loosing two oí
his r.lintcher tire bands or rings
ment among friends in town.
You cant guess who is going
Attorney J. Frank Cums, of off of his car wheel, and unable to be at O.E.S. Dance Monday
Wagon Mound has a lot of busi- to find them, guess the wind eve. May the 9th, come and see
ness in Court and has been figh- blew them away. If found please for your self.
ting an attack of Flu that he notify L. N. and receive
may keep on his feet and attend
Mr. A. W. Drake and family
Hon: Ben Brown and Alfred
to it all.
Mr. Beatty and family, and Mr. Kress were up from Mosquero
I..
Ed. Hubler and family, were
us about the
is here and his name appears on dinner guests at the T. S. Hol- Tuesday telling
hew County Seat.
the docket in a large number of land home Sunday.
cases.
Dr. Daniels is in Clavton this
Among the Roy people here
The Mills Chautauqua ended
H
attending to business matweek
at court are Deputy Sheriff, Saturday evening after a very
ters. We understand the Docta
Busey, J. M. Johnson and daugh- successful weeks run.The
considering, seriously of
ter, E. J. IL Rojv Co. Surveyor,
hot only paid its own way or-is
Mr. Robinson and his sari,' and but also made a nice earning for locating permanantly at Mosquero in the Hear future.
oh so many others that it's those who, had it in charge.

Items of Interest
From our Mora
Correspondent

When ycc have Electrical work
to be done, it will pay tohave it
done where"The why it. works
and the why it does not work"
is known. I make all electrical
work a specialty also vulcanizing.
C.R. Bagwell Roy New Mex.

IS)

Fatjo Apiaries

NOTICE to the PUBLIC . .
aftei April 1st, the
price per head for watering
stock at the City Water tank
will be $1.00 per head per month
On and

MAKING HIS M ARK
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay,
ton, New Mexico,
NOTICE is hereby givdn that
Jesse Ernest Ford, of David,
New Mexico, who, on Feb. 21,
1919. made Homestead entry
No. 025961, for S2 of Section
28 and NV of Section 33, Township 18 N, Range 29 E. N.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at his office in Mosquero
New Mexico, on the 3rd day of

II
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Plowing Is Only
One Job
draw-ba-

.
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1

the-costs-
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not-feelin-

.

if
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Chau-auqu-

--

horses or burrows. This'

means those who water daily at
the tank. Water delivered by
the tank 20 cents, per barrel;
single barrel lots 25 cents each.
C.W.B. LEATHERMAN

I

June 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Joe H.
James A. Mcintosh,
Wilcox and Frank Weir all of
"David, New Mexico, and Charles
P. West of Mosquero, New Mexi"

co.

.

,

Pax Val verde.
Register.

We are closing out our Auto
and Tractor oils.
BAUM BROS
ROY,
NEW MEXICO.
.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clav
ton, New Mexico.
April 15th 1921.
NOTICE is hereby eiven that
Frank Weir, of David, New Mexico, who, on June 2nd, 1919,
nade Additional Homestead cn- ;ry No. 026629. for S" cf SEU
if Section 4, ; Township 17 N.
Sango 30 E. N.M.P. Meridian,
las filed notice of intention to
p.ake Final 'Three Year Proof.
a) establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A.
vVvnne. U. S. "Commissioner, at
rus ornee in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 3rd day of June,
.

1921.

Claimcnt names as witnesses:
James A. Mcintosh, Jesse E.
Ford, William O. Hunt and Joe
fl. Wilcox, all of David, New
Mexico.

Paz Valverde,
,

i

t '

Register.

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

Department of the Interior,
U; S. LAND OFFICE
New Mexico.
.

at

Clay-to-

n

April 15th, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Juan-M- .
Griego, of Mosquero,
New Mexico, who, on February
21,1919, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 025896, for
NWVi-SWi- 4
Sec, 26f
SV6 Sec
27, NE-Nand
Section 34, Township 18 N.
Range 29 E, N.M.P. Meridian,
has filed, notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office
in Mosquero , New Mexico, on
the 3rd day of June 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Jose Garcia y Chavez, Francisco Cruz,
Moisés Vailpando,
and knacio Garcia, all of Mn.u
quero, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde
NVfc-NE-

Vi

Register.
NOTICE FOR BIDS.
. .The Village Clerk will receive bids up to and including Monday noon May 2nd, for the stuccoing amT cementing of the Village Pump House, also for the
plastering of the building on the
inside. Bids can be submitted
with or without material furnished. For plansj and specifications see the Village Clerk at
his office in the
Spanish-America-

n.

Frank L. Schultz
MILK; MILK,: plenty of it,
quarts for a dollar; buy your
tickets now.- -. Leave orders at
11

the

,

Spanish-America-

n.

J. M. Elder Dairy.

..

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

MOSQUERO MENTIRAS.

Lesle Busey was a business
visitor in Clayton and Sedan the
fore part of the week.

THE TIMES ARE BETTER
YOUR CALVES WILL BE WORTH MONEY
SAVE THEM BY USING
"PURITY GERM FREE VACCINE"

For Sale :6 head of calves
coming yearlands and two year
olds:3 brood sows, Duroc, and
some nice seed potatoes at $1.50
per bushel.
- Frederick Pate,

.

Agent.
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
Roy. New Mexico.

Mills, New Mexico.
NOTICE OF CONTEST

Department of the Interior
United States Land Office.
Clayton, New Mexico,
C6721

To William O'Conner, of Tucum-car- i,
N. Méx., Contestee:
You are hereby notified that
Pedro T. Montoya', who gives
Roy, New Mexico, as his
address, did on Feb.28th
1921, file in this office his duly
corroborated application to con-teand secure the cancellation
of your Homestead Entry No.. .,
Serial No. 022015 made March
8th., 1919. for E'NW14; NEVL
SWVi; SWÍ4NE"Vi and the
SEÍ4 of Section 24, Township
19N. Range 25E. N.M.P. Meridian, and as grounds for his contest he alleges that William
O'Conner has wholly abandoned
his Homestead Entry, as he has
not established his residence or
improved it in any way whatever, and these defects exist
and have existed from the day
he filed on it and up and including present date hereof.
You are, therefore, further
notified that the said allegations
will be taken as confessed, and
your said entry will be canceled,
without further right to be
heard, either before this office
or on appeal, if you fail to file
in this office within twenty days
after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below,
post-offi-

117 'HEN y ou have Pump or Wind

mill troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.
V

V

ce

st

5

your answer, under oath,

speci-

fically responding to these allegations of contest, together with
due proof that you have served
a copy of your answer on the
said contestant either in person
or by registered mail.
You should state in your ane
swer the name of the
to which you desire future notices to be sent to you.
Thomas E. Owen
Receiver.
post-offic-

First

publication-Ap- ril

Second

Third
Fourth

"
"
"

30th,
May 7th,
" 14th,
" 21st.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office.

April 30th, 1921.

WE ALSO. HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
.
THIS LINE OF WORK.

-

Some wind last Sunday.
Wanted:- - a rain. For further
information see the wheat farmers.
Mr,, Severno Lopez, formerly
a resident of near Solano, but
now living near Wagon Mound,
was visiting friends in Mosquero
this week.
Mr. Benj. F. Brown made a
trip, to Clayton last week where
he was in attendance on court
that was trying a title case in
which he was interested.
Messrs Kress and Jose I. Armijo, returned from Clayton
where they report quite a fall
of snow between Pasamonte and
Mount Dora with attendant mud
and slush in the Clayton roads.
Mr. Ira Furr, publisher of the
prosperous Tucumcari News was
a Mosquero visitor Sunday looking over the new county seat in
the interest of a friend who is
in search of a location for a newspaper. He took the matter
up with the Booster Club and
promises to return m the near

future.

"

Mr. Juan Baca, an aged and
well known Mosquero citizen,
who resided with his daughter
Mrs. Cruz Baca, while eating
IF IT IS TO BE FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT.
supper last Saturday afternoon
apparently suffered from a se
vere chocking spell which lasted
but a few moments when he
coughed up a quantity of blood
and expired at the table. Burial
was made at the Catholic cemetery Sunday.
Successors to BAUM BROS.
Mr. Baca was
about seventy years of age at
Roy,
the time of his death and was
New Mexico.
in apparent good health.
He
leaves a brother and one daughter to' survive him. ..
The protracted meeting that
has been going on at the school
house for some time under the
direction of Rev. Massagee has
been very'succesful, a number of
converts uniting with the church
and a number of members entering by letter. A church organization has been effected, Sunday school organized and plans
perfected for the erection of a
church building at Mosquero in
the very near future. Rev.
is a very eloquent and perMOSQUERO
suasive speaker and his efforts
rLMS.
ouuuyüak
FORD PARTS are being rewarded by a very
great interest and much resultFREE BATTERY SERVICE "
ing good.
The contractors have commenced work on the new building on
Main Street being erected for
Messrs Steinbaugh and Trujillo.
The adobes are being made and
as soon as properly dried and
cured, will be paced in the wall.
The building will be 25 X 60
feet, and will house their bil
ALL KINDS OF CEMENT WORK
liard parlor and barber shop.
A house was moved into the nori do
thern part of town by Mr. Claud
That's
Wilson, and a new house erected
Why not
that house stuccoed now and keep out tlie dast and at
in the same vicinity by Mr. John
Bowen so that it can be truth- the same time baye a beaatifal lioase to liYe in?
fuly said that Mosquero is slowly but surely growing and as
It can be done cheaper now and yon will avoid the rush
in this
soon as the county- - organization
line later on.
takes effect, will make a wonderful growth that will surprise

better at the present writing,
but on account of his age he is
having a hard time in overco
ming what would be but a" slight
attack to a younger person.
The Mentiras Club met as
usual with President Paul Kh
gsbury-ithe chair and Secretary Foster being absent, Fran
cis Smith occupied the clerká
desk. The minutes of the last
meeting being read showed that
the meeting had been broken up
by Irvin Ogden who had tried
to inflict some of his Spring
poetry on the club and that the
Punk Cigar was still in ,the hands of the Treasurer of the Men
tiras Club and that consequently two cigars would be awarded
to the successful competitor at
this meeting. The question of
the admission of Messrs Johnson
and Schultz then came up for
discussion and approporiate action. Attorney Durrin objected
to their admission on the ground
that "they were responsable for
inflicting on a long suffering
public a lot of literary rubbish
called the "Mosquero Mentiras"
and consequently were not
fit for membership in a club
of the, moral standing 01 the
Mentiras Club". A friend then
explained that the candidates
were not. responsible for the appearance of the "Mentiras".
That these were a liability that
they had purchased with the
n
rest of the
plant. Ogden then objected to
their being admited on the
grounds that their way of printing the County Seat Items was
an insult to the entire communi
ty. That he could stand it when
he wrote that "Mrs. Ugden has
purchased a pound of dairy but
edi
ter, "and the blanety-blan- k
tors made it read a pound 01
"Hairy Butter" but he simply
couldn't stand the idea of having
his words chopped into in the
middle at the end of a line and
the entire sense of sentence that
he had spent sleepless nights on
in forming into an especialy cle
ver bit of rhetoric changed into
a lot of rubbish that the "Devil"
himself couldn't understand. He
said that at the end of his items
he always threw in a lot of periods, commas and miscelaneous
punctuation marks that Messrs
Schultz and Johnson should distribute around in the items in
the most convenient and attractive places, but that they invariably neglected to do" so. He
for another one. he said was op-

JUDY AND BAKER

n

We endeavor to rénder that class of
service which the present day motorist
demands and expects. It gives us pleasure to adjust any unsatisfactory dealing
you might have with us.

PIONEER GARAGE

a

Mes-sag-

ee

tikes

mo-ra-

.

MM,

state. Price at ranch 2'ic per
lb. Bring your own sacks.
F. M. Woodard
Roy, New Mexico.
Route "A"

PlffllG

Spamh-Amenca-

what

to

LET

E, F. HENRY

THE CONTRACTOR DO IT

the most optimistic.

Mrs. Gordon, a stenogra
pher and law clerk from Santa
Fe, was a business caller in the
county seat Sunday looking over
town with a view of looking
W. R. Copien, Vice President
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Philip N Sanchez, Secretan; the
9
employment in some
YEARS
for
EXPERIENCE
IN
future
9
EXPERIENCE IN
Department fo the Enterior,
ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
TAXES AND COUNTY
county
of
offices as "soon as
the
WORK.
a
WORK.
the county government is proU. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayperly organized,.
MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
ton, New Mexico.
The Boosters Club at their
INCORPORATED.
April 15tK, 1921'.
last meeting took up the propo
Complete indexes to all lands.
NOTICE is hereby given that
sition of having the road from
Eduardo Sandoval, of " Albert
ADSTRACTS
compiled to all lands in Mora Count.
Tucumcari
and Logan to Moswho
Mexico,
Union County New
TAXKS
of parties living outside of stat atten ded to.
quero
properly
marked. A lar"on April, 16th, 1918. made Add!
INFORMATION furnished of assessments, taxes, etc.
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people
ge
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number
No.
Application,
Homestead
CERTIFIED
copies of any recorded instruments furnished.
to
from
drive
attempting
in
that
Sec. 10,
023150, for
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RECORDING
Mosquero
Logan
the
to
that
Section
NEit-SWi- i,
t,
Nó'íArV Work of all kinds xecuted.
they
confusing
so
roads
are
that
30E,
15,"Township 21 N. Range
become lost in the sand hills and
N.M.P. Meridian, has filed notice
All matters entrusted to us dispatched with
suffer great inconvenience by
of intention to make Final Three
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at
reason of there being nó sign
to
claim
'
Year Proof, to establish
reasonable
charaes.
posts anywhere on the road. It
very
the land above described, before
SOLICITED
decided to try to get some
BUSINESS
was
JfCCR
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissiocompany
to furnish advertising
ner, at his office at Roy New
signs,
which
the Boosters Club
Mexico, on the 6th day of June,
THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
would undertake to put up at
1921.
all forks in the road. The matAll work neatly and promptly done.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ter of a location for a bank that
Located in the Old Bentley Building:
D. M. Valdez, of Kephart New
to locate in the new couwanted
OF
SHARE
A
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SOLICIT
Albert
WE
PATRONAGE
Mexico, Jose Belorde, of
nty
seat
was also taken up and
New Mexico, Pedro Del Valdez,
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
appointed to take
a
committe
Anof Pasimonta New Mexico,
'
- New Mxico.
up
matter
Mills,
the
further with the
tonio Castillo, of Roy New Mexi
promoters. An advertising cam'

SEV4-SWV- Í,

E'i-NWi-

co.

r.,,

Paz Valverde

"

Register.

,

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J. D. Wade,
'

P::'z

Baum Bros.
Still at the old stand
With a line of s?lf oiling
vindmills, stock pumps, Oliver

md Emerson implements, farm
.vagor.s, "Z" type pumping oil
Engines and ETC.
.

Attractive Prices
Lower then the
Lowest.

ly

:

rk

FOR SALE: Good German
Millet Seed; none better in the

wrhich' should
ins- nrediction
make it perfectly clear to Mr,
We have
Pernlexed Farmer.
from
winds
heavy
having
been
These strong
the Southwest.
winds blow away all promising
rain clouds. Consequently it can
not rain until the wind-storquit. As the air is dry and superheated here on account of
lack of rain neither can the wind
storms cease until it rains. So
there you have it in a nutshell.
Simple isn't it?- Mr. Walter Cottingham,; manager of the Springer Lumber
Company, left for Sprifige Friday evening where he was joined
by his sister and spent the week
end in motoring to interesting
points in the mountains
Mr. Jose I. Armijo 'is quite
sick at his home in Mosquero
where he is suffering from what
threatened to result in a serious
case of Pneumonia, but which
under the expert care of Dr.
Gamble, promises to be merely
an illness of a week's duration.
- Dr. G. L. McKinney has been
quite ick at his Mosquero residence during the last few days.
Dr. Plumlee from Roy was called to his bedside and he is some

her 21st birthday anniversary.
To one I wrote

wishing her a
thousand returns of the happy
event and to the other
sent
a message trusting that she was
fully recovered and that both
herself and child were doing well
and that blamed fool postmaster
at Roy got them mixed up and
gave the one wishing her a thousand returns of the happy event
to the mother, and the other
one to my young lady friend.
"Gentlemen, would, you allow
a man that would do a thing like
that to become a member of
your moral club?" And the secretary called the roll and they
voted unanimously that they
would not. Messrs Schultz añd
Johnson were then declared to
have been refused admittance.
The President then announced.

that the "next thing

0 the program, would be the competition
for the two punk cigars that
were to be given to the member
telling the champion story of
hard luck" Brother J. N. Ken
nedy then arose and addressing
the chair said, "Mr. President,
I have tred to be a true member
of your club. I have tried to
live up to it's rules of unselfish
generosity, and by so doing
I very much fear that I have
inadvertently been the means of
doing ah irreparable damage to
the entire membership of the
Mentiras Club. You will remem
ber, Gentlemen, that a short
time ago there arrived at the
depot a five gallon barrel addressed to Dr. Gamble and that
I notified you boys of the fact
and mailed , the Doctor a card

which somehow became lost and
we tapped the barrel and found
that-i- t
contaned a certain kind
of liqud much used by druggists
that when mixed with a little
water and sugar makes a most
delicious and exhilirating drink.
You will remember that we tapped it from day to day until to-

day it ran dry and refused to
yeld up any more of it's precious
liquid. To make sure that there
was not another drop remaining
in the little keg, after you left
to come to this meeting tonight,
I removed the head from the keg
and gentlemen, there his voice
grew sad and regretful and a
tear dropped silently to the floor
I found that a nigger baby that
had been pickled in alcohol and
shipped to the Doctor for dissecting purposes had been preserved in that alcohol that we
had been drinking and but
here there was a scuffling of
the feet, a violent - heaving of
stomachs as the different members sought cuspidors and open
windows and as Smith leaned
out of the window, . Ed. Fuller
who was passing on the sidewalk was heard to remark,
"raining at last, hurrah, for a
bumper wheat crop" and the
meeting was again broken up
without an official adjournment "
of the awarding to the two punk
'
cigars.
"

Hon. T. E.

Mitchell,

Union

County Senator, Prominent Stockman and President of the New
Mexico Horserand Cattle Growers Association as well godfather of Harding County, was
a business visitor in the county
seat thitf week.
Benj. F. Brown and Alfred
Kress made a business trip to
the county high school town and
report every thing as flourishing
up that way.
Arrangements
are rapidly being completed for
the installation of the pumping
machinery and pipe lines of the
city water works.
Julius Appel, Roy merchant
was in the county seat looking
over the grounds and transacMr. ting a little business with some
of our local people. We tried to

posed to their admission.
John Bowen, outside
appeared at this juncture with convince him that it would be
sticking through one a paying investment to give
a hat-pi- n
ear and a face pretty badly scra- away his Roy property and purtched up andv reported that a cor- chase town property in the courespondent from Mills insisted nty seat, and coining metropolis
on being allowed to enter and of Harding County but without
vote against Johnson and Schu- success,.
Messrs Mitchell alid Son shipltz and added that the Club
mould either let the correspon- ped a car load of registered
dent in or else get another doorBulls from Mosquero
keeper. The matter was finaly this week. The Mitchell-ranc- h
adjusted by the
has one of the best herds of
being excused and the door registered Herefords in the Stabeing locked and bolted. Mr.
te .and in fact in the entire Sousignified a wish thwest and Mosquero and vicibusithen
paign
additional
eo
secure
"wJüA-lllJtilFORECAST. ' ness houses and farmers for the to be heard on the subject and nity can certainly be proud of
1st to 5th scattering thunder new county was also arranged said "that as far as Schultz was the advertising given by the
showers in afternoon and even- for. concerned hehad no objection stock that is being shipped from
ing followed by more or less fog
Our querry column for this to his admission; He never read here to all parts of the country.
in Hiorning3. Practically the sa week takes up the following. the
n
anyhow
me kind of weather may repeat A letter signed "A Perplexed and didn't care how much it was
NOTICE.
for several days about the 7th Farmer" wants to know when edited, but that he would certo 11th with dashes of .hail, eye we think that he can expect a tainly have to object to JohnOn April 14th I lost enc light
les of rain, thunder and fog car rain on his suffering wheat crop. son on acount cf the way that bay horse, 8
or 9 years eld, lit.
I
in two chances out of three, e After years of residence in this he handled the
"Why about 900 pouirds.
'
Brandad ULÍ3
14th
expected during the
tolCth country, considerable observa only a short time ago" he conti- on right thigh
V on left
and
" Local hail storms about the IS tion
cf the climate and a vast nued, ''I had c:ca:icn to send shoulder, I will give 5.00 reward
th to 22nd.Much cooler, threaten and wonderful intelect that per a couple of letters to a couple of to whom may give sr.e exact ining with some good but scatter mits us to draw aside the cur lady friends in. Roy, cue of formation
as t the leading to
ing shovers and even snow squ tain that hides the future from hvhom was the proud mother of it.
many 01 our i8a cuted brother
o ounuuif uuoy uoj aia u.w . .See or write;
week abo foggy mornings.
w venture to make th6 fellow- ether a young lady celebrating
Juan Lows Eara
T.lI.Fi!a5l:i
rsis, A'r.v Mex.
Mosqueru. Neflr Mexico.
door-keep-
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ASPIRIN'
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

LlimART

OF

and Arizona

QUALITY

AND

TIRES

"Olympian Fabrics"

&

SERVICE.

Writ

list.
13S6 Acomn St.-

1IKHT A. HOSFORD,

for

price

AT WHOLESALE.
BUY
Any salesman
lets 25 per
cent mote for ills jowls when jrou are not familiar
with prices.
Send for our weekly price list, A3, of
ajrocerles and supplies.
y
Steekarmsrs
Wholesale
Co., 152J 15tit St., P. a. Bo
1442, Oeaw.

HOME OF THE COLE
ALWAYS

Write
Buy

Is

THE BEST IN
for Complete

SEO CARS.

Information. -- .
1225 BROADWAY

Mill.

ky

DIIY CLEANING
Garments
any color.
work
given prompt attention. Twenty-thre- e
years' satisfactory service.
Grund
Building-- Seventeenth nnd Logun St.
HUND

dyed

,

SHOES
REPAIRED
ü.

k

S. at Denrer prices. ; Unsatisfactory
in
work
EA9TERN
returnea our expense.
SHOE REPAIR FACTORY, YELLOW
FRONT, 1553 CHAMPA STREET.
where

VO
J.JUtJ.0
EASTMAN
--

VT

A

AND

KODAK

0Mm ph0to

The
FINISHING.
Material! Company.

KODAK

COMPANY,

bixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado.

a.!

BUY

Vilt&tX

COFFEE

THE

FROM

ROASTED

061 Wholesale Price. Write for Sample.
THE SPRAY COFFEE AND SPICE C8.
Twenty-an- t
and Market Streets, Dannr

SANITARY CLEANING & DYEING
Mall

Orders Olren

Prompt

10 East Celia,

Attention.

l'rof Charles will fit you
with the most natural Toupee. Charles
Hair & Beauty Shop, 410 16th St.,Denver
II A 1. 1)11 KADS

FI,OWKltS

.

FOIt

AI.I.

OCCASIONS,

Park Floral Co., 643" Broadway.
HEAUTY
PAItl.oitS. Hair Goods by

mail.

Mimcent

Hart Co., 721.15th St.

JEWEMtY. CO. Dia
silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1873.

1IOIIM-AIXE-

N

monds, watches,

MUSIC FESTIVAL

Fire Sweeps Block in Baltimore.
Baltimore, Md. Nine alarms were
sounded for a fire that swept the lumber yard, mill work plant and office
buildings of John F. Thomas & Sons,
covering a square block in the southern section of the city. One fireman
was injuredt The flames menaced
surrounding properties, Including a
public school building and thejlartin
Luther Evangelical church. The loss
is heavy.

Papermakers Call

on Foresters for Aid.
York. "Pulp-woocosts and
values have now reached a point where
foresters can prove t,o paper manufacturers that they must seriously consider plans for the growing of their
future supply of timber," said R. S.
Kellogg, secretary of the News Print
Service Bureau of New York, in a recent address at the Cosmos Club be
fore the Washington section, Society

New

d

of American Foresters.
"A survey of the situation shows the
urgent need of immediate and large-scal- e
efforts to provide a permanent
supply of raw material for the basic
Industry of paper making. To say that
the United States last year produced
8,800,000 tons of wood pulp means little to the ordinary reader, but the
problem takes on a more concrete aspect when It Is realized that 6,000,000
cords of wood, chiefly spruce and hemlock, were used to make this quantity
of pulp. The magnitude of the industry is also more fully appreciated
when it is known that the United
States in 1020 produced 7,830,000 tons
of paper,' or 147 pounds per capita.
Explosion in Detroit
Detroit Police are investigating a
mysterious explosion which caused the
death of two persons, injured a score
.of others and caused property loss
running into the thousands, here. The
'explosion occurred in a small shed la
the rear of a soft drink parlor. Lawrence Burnett, 5 years old, at play in
the yard of his home near the shed,
was buried beneath the wreckage and
Mrs. Hermann, wife of the
killed.
owner and who is supposed to have
been in the building, was blown to
Mysterious

Otero-Warre-

Catarrh

Cured

KILL RATS TODAY

-

one-yea-

The Albuquerque-Gallu- p
Winslow
Road Association was organized at a
meeting held at the Petrified forest,
near Adaman, Ariz. More than 100
delegates representing thirteen towns
along the Santa Fé railway attended.
Robert J. Pritchard of Gallup, N. M- was elected president of the associa
tion.
--

the Genulns)

STEARNS'

ELECTRIC PASTE

Thm ffnarantflftd "klllar" for Kate. Mice. Ooakroachea.
Anta and WaterDuga
the greatest known carriers
of disease. They destroy both food and property.
Stearns' Hlectrio Paste forces these pests to run
from the bnildina for water and fresh air.

READY FOR USE BETTER THAN TRAPS
Directions In 16 languages In erery box.
TWO tUes, 860 and 11.60. Bnongh to kill S3 to tOO rats.

U.S. Government buys It,

'

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Hamorefl
1

RestorM Color and

Btauty to Gray and Faded Haiti

we. ana i.no at iTtipg-utg- .
I
2. Httwnx Chf m. Wkg. Fatcliogue, V. T.

UlElinerDnff9Ma -

Jouaes, ate.,
tope all pain, eiuurea eomfortto the
fwt, make wftlxlnr nwt. lAo. by nail
or at Vruw

vUtt.

iliac

Chemical VVorks JPatolwirue, H.
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Gas
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Brings Relief

"I have heen nwfnl elclr Ttrl f K era- - n
writes Mrs. W. H. Person, "and
catonic is an 1 can get to give me
relief."
Acidity and gas on the stomach
quickly taken up and carried out by
Eatonlc, then appetite and strength
come back. And many other bodily
miseries disappear when the stomach
is right. Don't let sourness, belching,
bloating, indigestion and other stomach ills eo On. Take Enrnnlf. tnhlota
after you eat see how much better
you ieei. Big dox costs only a trifle
with your druggist's guarantee.

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep

your vital organs healthy with

GOLD IS-DA-

L

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles since
1696; corrects disorders; stimulates vital
organs, All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal eo errarl bos
and accept no imitation

Comfort Baby's Skin
With Cuticura Soap
And Fragrant Talcum
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 iael 50c, Talcas

25c

Diamonds
and ARTISTIC JEWELRY '

,s
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MANirriCTtntmo
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
lllk 4 Carril, Dtnnr.Celo.
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Silver City will start the summer
with a full fledged golf club to be
known as the North End Club, and the
charter members total fifty. Mucli
work has already been done on the
course north of the city and by the
time the summer season opens it will
be In splendid shape for the schedule
of games which will be made later.
James Cash, who was wanted a II
cense to wed last January in Navajo.
county, has been arrested In Winslow
It has been discovered that he " has
three wives on the list and some of
them are getting jealous, according to
reports.
Cash works In the railroad
shops in Winslow. It is expected that
he will be tried in the Superior Court
In Holbrook on the charge of bigamy.
Citing ten reasons intending to jrove
the unreasonable and unlawful character of a ruling of the-- Arizona State
Corporation Commission, March 9, ordering the railroad to construct and
maintain a crossing over tracks in
Tempe, the Arizona Eastern railroad
filed a complain in Judge Lyman's di
vision of the Superior Court nsklng
that the order be vacated and set
'
.
aside.
At a recent meeting of the school
board of Roy, N. M, It was decided to
ask for bids for the new school' building and If possible start actual construction sometime In May. The plans
call for a
with ten
class rooms and a large auditorium.
The building will be built of brick and
tile and will cose over $50,000 when
completed, according to the estimates
of the architects In charge.
Signing of a contract for the sale of
$1,500,000 worth of Yavapai
county
highway bonds was announced by tlie
board of supervisors. Seven eastern
bond houses were represented among
the buyers. Delivery of the money
will be, mude, it was said, as soon as
the proceedings nre approved by the
purchasers' attorneys. The bond Issue
was voted more than a year ago, but
the sale has been delayed by poor market conditions and litigation.
Owing to the gradual curtailment of
operations by the International Smelting Company, looking to complete sus
pension of smelting operations, the Superior nnd Boston Mining Company at
Globe, Ariz., has been forced to sus
pend ore production operations, and
until the copper market situation Is improved, only development work will be
continued In the mines. General Manager E. C. Deane of the Superior and
Boston Mining Company
announces
that as a result of the suspension of
copper ore production it will be neces-- ,
sary to lay off about 30 to 40 per cent
of the company eniployés. The remain
der of the working force will concentrate their efforts on development
work.
Nicotine had a formal burial at Eden,
a northwestern Gila valley town, where
tobacco henceforth is not to be purchased and where its use is to be discouraged. There was a procession
through the town to a special cemetery
where the funeral exercises were In
the nature of rejoicing that a foe had
been conquered.
At Snowflake and
a number of oilier Arizona towns no
tobacco Is kept on sale and little Is
used, save by transients who bring It
with theai.. The example of Eden Is
expected to be followed In a number of
the dozen valley towns.
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NOTE SENT TO
STATES OFFERS

Strric. )

Building contractors are starting a
busy season In Taos, N. M- - Many old
Take Aspirin only as told In each .buildlugs are being repaired and a
package of genuine Bayer Tablets of number of new dwellings will soon be
Aspirin. Then you will be following under construction.
the directions and dosage worked out
Dr. C. E. Waller, director of public
by physicians during 21 years, and
health, will be reassigned to New Mex
proved safe by millions. Take no
ico, Mrs. Adelina
preschances with substitutes. If you see
the Bayer Cross on tablets, you can ident of the public werfare board, Btat
d following her return to New Mextake them without fear for Colds,
Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, lco from Washington, D. C.
Acceptance of the resignation of C.
Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
for Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve G. Powell as warden of the Arizona
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also state penitentiary at Florence and ap
sell larger packages. Aspirin is the pointment of Capt. Thomas H. Ryn-nlntrade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
as his successor, has been anMonoacetlcacldester of Sallcyllcacid.
nounced at the governor's office.
Adv.
Dolpho Garcia Is in a hospital with
a
bullet wound In the arm, and J. W.
He Did.
Jack (gallantly) Marie, dear, any Patterson, foreman of the Fabro ranch,
Is being held by the officials for a
thing you say goes.
hearing as the result of a shooting af
(quickly)
Jack,
Marie
fray at the ranch, near Gallup, N. M.
The Goldenberg elevator, containing
Can Be
several carloads of beans, cleaning maCatarrh is a, local disease greatly Influenced by constitutional conditions.
It chinery and other articles, was com
therefore requires constitutional treatment. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE pletely destroyed by fire In Tucumcari.
Is taken Internally and sets through The building had for some time been
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces ot Occupied by the Triniflad Bean and El-- ,
the System.
HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE) destroys the foundation ot evator Company and carried but little
the disease, gives the patient strength by insurance.
The loss will be several
improving the general health and assists
thousand dollars.
nature in doing its work.
AU Druggists.
Circulars free.
Priv. Samuel Katler, a prisoner at
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Camp Harry J. Jones, was shot while
Who brings sunshine Into the life of trying to escape the guard in charge.
another has sunshine in his own. Da Ho was removed to the station hospital where It was reported his chances
vid Starr Jordan.
for recovery are favorable. Katler was
r
a
man and had only two more
months to serve. ' He was under a
charge of insubordination.

IN DENVER.

Denver. The governor of Colorado,
the mayor of Denver and all citizens of
this city have joined hands and are
as one mighty unit to
make Denver Music Week the great
est community effort ever attempted
in this city.
All through the state
thousands of people are planning to
come here for the festival May 15th to
20th. John Clark Kendall .of Greeley,
Colo., will bring a fifty piece orchestra
from the State Teachers College to
participate In the program. Fifty-fou- r
thousand school children will take ao
tive part in Music Week. They will
hold concerts In seventy-fou- r
public
schools, and a chorus of three thou
sand voices will give" the feature
school program at the lly auditorium.
This chorus will be augmented by the
teachers chorus of 100 voices, which
will sing "The Death of Joan of Arc."
Ten city band organizations will
give concerts on the streets, while
other concerts, under the direction of
the Federated Woman's , Club, will
cheer those folks In city hospitals,
heritable homes and other institutions. Six hundred music teachers
will hold pupil recitals during .the
week,' while big and' little business
alike will participate in some part of
the huge music week festival.

!..

COMPROMISE.
(Western Newspaper Union News

USUI) CARS BOUGHT AND SOLD,
llauninn's Auto Service. 957 Broadway.

.

NEW

L

"Erie Cords'

i.ii.i.,-..-

HALT INVASION

From All Over

Genuine Victfolaa as Low aa $25.
Write Today for Free Literature.
MUSIC CO.
Denver. Colo.

AUTOMOBILE

..

TRIES TO

New Mexico

RECOUPS

EASY PAYMENTS
KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

EMI

Southwest News

'

VICTROLA OUTFITS
WITH

SPANISH-AMERICA-

BACK

FRENCH

BRIAND AND LLOYD GEORGE PUT
FAITH IN MEASURES PLANNED
BY

FRANCE.

(Western Newspaper Union

April

London,

News

Serrtoe. )

The German
suys a dispatch
from Berlin, are very long.
The first part is In the nature of
a protest, but in finality they are ap
preciably nearer a fuller realization
of the allies' standpoint. The German
cabinet unanimously accepted them.
It Is understood that In the event
of the occupation of the Ruhr region
of Germany, says a Reuter dispatch
from Hythe, that no British troops
will be employed, but there will be
some cavalry and tanks to show the
solidarity of the allies.
25.

counter-proposal-
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on
Berlin. The
reparations have been presented to Elu
lis Lorlng Dressel, the American commissioner,
and were immediately
'
transmitted to the United States.
The new German proposals were
said by the German People's party
leader to represent a, liberal compromise between the demandsof the, entente made in Paris and Germany's
offer at London.
He said they would jiame
No man Is truly great who Is unIt Is easier to see through he plot
guarantees covering economic obliaf
puffs
play
through
ear
to realize how insignificant he
than
the
able
a
by
to
Germany
gations
in
be assumed
In front of It.
really is.
connection with her present proposal.
The leader also stated that the new
reparations proposals Germany Is making ace such that the entente cannot
afford to Ignore them; that Germany,
in view of the offer of the United
States, is determined to make a reparations offer such as will save President Harding any embarrassment and
not make Germany appear ridiculous
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver
In her present action.
rills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
that
Tills party leader declared
They cleanse your system of all waste matter
France would have the least of reasons
and Regulate Your Bowels. Mild-- as easy to
to reject the new proposals', which he
take
as SUgar. Genuine tear tignatun .fiavJg&U.
hinted as having been designed to repSmall Pill.' Small Dose. Small Price. "
resent a liberal compromise by Gercounter-proposal-
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many.
The government's failure- to deliver
the note to the American mission Immediately, according to the promise of
Foreign Minister Simons to the relchs-tawhich
caused numerous rumors
represented the cabinet as being all
but disrupted by dissension over the
proposal.
The protracted deliberations, It was
said, was due to conflicting opinions
on the phraseology of the note.
The cabinet is said to be united regarding the fundamental principles underlying Germany's new offer and also assumes complete responsibility for
the note, as it does also for the step
which led to Germany's appeal to
President Harding. Reichstag leaders
were so informed.
Hythe, Eng. England backs France
to the limit in her plans to make Germany pay, but before putting their
final "O. K." on the coercive measures
mapped out for May 1, the- premiers of
both countries are willing to listen to
the new German offer suggested to
Berlin by President Harding.
Briefly summarized, that is the
of the conference at Lympne between Lloyd George and Brinnd.
It is a result of tremendous interest
nnd importance to America, for It
means that America's attitude has become, overnight, almost once more the
dominating factor In old world poll-ticwithout, however, entangling her
In any way in old world Intrigues.
The counsel of the American Presi
dent, spoken In the midst of a supreme
crisis and spoken .with unprecedented
promptness and without fear or favor
"with malice toward none" has
changed the whole political outlook In
Europe from the apparent Inevitability
of a new war Into a strong probability
tip-sh- ot
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MIGHT HAVE MADE TROUBLE

Songs and Emblems That Live In the Junior Evidently Was Uneasy as ta
'
Heart of a People Must Have
the Possible Conduct of Mosquito
in Heaven.
Foundation.
To wait for a state flower or a
state song to discover itself and make
Itself appropriate might be an Interminable and disappointing vigil. Centuries could Intervene. It Is not mere
restlessness that asks for a flower to
be chosen or a song to be written
ready to hand, declares the St. Louis
Posterity may find
substitutes that are better, the fruit
of happy circumstances, but we In
our day may have at least our ready-mad- e
symbols to feed the romance In
our souls.
Ancient people acquired these spiritual emblems and patriotic lyrics
through a long and at times painful
history.
Something stirring has to
happen to give them birth. Then our
Soldiers who were In the great war
find the poppy the
floral
Insignia of their heroic days and have
adopted it as the visible reminder of
them. Ten million silken poppies are
Globe-Denfbcra- t.

to be worn in America on Decoration
day.

Junior espied a mosquito on the
window. Not wishing to be bitten,
he had 'his father kill it. About a
half hour later Junior came to his
futher and asked:
"Daddy, will that 'sqttlto go to
,
heaven?"
It
"It might," his father said,-"- If
was a good one."
"Junior, satisfied with this answer,
went off to play. In a few minutes h
was back again saying :
"Do you think he's' In heaven yet
daddy?"
"He might be," replied his father,
"If he was a real good "one."
After a few more minutes of play
Junior again came to his father with
these words :
"Daddy, I wonder If he's blted God
jet." Chicago American.
Wow.
"Out of sight, out of mind."
"Who?"
"The crazy man In the padded cell."

s,

If

of an understanding.
Town Swept by Poison Gas.
Bound Brook, N. J. Poison gas,
manufactured to kill Germans, seeped
over the southwest section of Bound
Brook. The wild flight of scores of
people, roused from their sleep be
tween 3 and 4 a. tn. by the walling of
the fire alarm siren, saved themselves
from death. The deadly phosgene gas
escaped from a large tank filled with
the poison at the Hemingway Chemical
Company plant when a
out
of the big container, from which a
smaller tank was being filled. '
plug-cam-

e

Detroit to Erect Unique School.
Detroit, Mich. A community, high
school, unique in that the entire cen
ter of the building will be erected in
such a manner that It may be used by
Ihe public without interfering with the
school's operation, is to be erected
here In the near future at a cost of
$1,000,000.
The school building will
be erected on a site adjoining that of
the present Nonlstrum High School
and will be two stories In height ex- pt in the center, where it will rise to
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THE jSPANISH AMERICAN
MILLS HOLDS FIRST
CITY ELECTION.

A Home Bank For Home People

The Village election held at
last Monday for the election of the "City Dads" went off
very quietly and only an average vote cast M.H. Smith won
the Mayorship over C.I. McClure
by a few votes, while the rest of
the places on the ticket were
practically uncontested. The
trustees elected were E.G. Parks
Dr. Moon. C. S. Jones and Alex
Barentz, and "Howard Dikeman
captured the clerkship. Mills is
now a fullfledged incorporated
Village and will have a marshall
so those who have been in the
habit of coasting down the hill
and speeding thru town will
have to beware or take the natural consequences.
The election for the balance of the School Board has not yet been held,
but Mayor Smith will call the
election to complete the Board
within a few days and Mills will
then also be an indepedent district. Here's success to you
Mills

A bank account drives away

worry

and

brings

comfort It is the beacon light pointing out the
pathway "to peaceful old age.

Om dollar will

start an account at our bank.

,

BANK:
"

OF-'RO-

Capital and
'Surplus

$36,000.00

Mills.

F.S.Moore, representing the
Holt Caterpillar Harvesting and
Threshing machine was in Roy
this week, assisting Wm. R.
the local agent in lining
up a nice output of trade for the
coming season.
Bra-shea- rs

MONEY; MONEY.
much do you want?
We
$100,000 to loan on
e
at 10 percent; long time
quick payments.
Tell us
finance troubles, we can
you.
Schuliz and Johnson.

How

.

have

Real-Estat-

.

NOTICE TO THE LADIES
of Commerce, .We hope that
All those who wish
the strong winds did not effect the Red Cross lessons to finish
it. .Why not get together and started before the flu that was
became
do something.
prevalent last winter will please
Mr. and Mrs.llenry Lebert be at my home Thursday afternoon as a lesson will be givei:
and daughters o.f Mills wee in
each
afternoon until all art
Roy the first of the week attendiven.
show.
ing the Ilawaiián
Mrs. Belle Kilmurry,
Instructor.
Miss Orpha Ross of Solano,
was operated upon at the Plum-le- e
hospital last Wednesday for
Roy is entering the largest
appendicitis.
At present she is building boom that she has
reported doing nicely and out of known for many years. We exclanger.
pect at least 23 new residence
and three or four new
Walter Ross was in Roy Wed- houses will be built this business
summei
nesday from Colmor, being at and
fall,
and
these
with
the new
a
the bedside of his daughter
water works and High School
who was operated upon for
bunding will cause Roy to put
appendicitis. While in town Mr. on metropolitan
airs.
gave
and
S.A.
Ross called on the
some cood words of cheer and
A.W.Belmont and Mr. Fish-ourleft 92.00 with us to make his
of Springer were business
paper read May 1922. Walter visitors in Roy the first of the
is making good over at Colmor, week.They were interested in the
but we sure miss him on the bidding on the heating and lightMesa as he was one ofo ur most ing of the new school bulding
.

Or-ph-

progressive farmers.

' Mr. A. A.
FOR SALE: 80 acres land 1
Wynne, One of the
Solano.
of
miles North
leading merchants of Mosquero
Mrs. Martha Frank
was a business visitor in Roy
119 Emeiick St. San Angelo, Tex Friday, and while transacting
business, he was a pleasant calFOUND; A gold watch, ow- ler at the S.A. office.
ner can have same by calling at
the "Spanish American Office
and paying for this ad.
We received a bunch of news
from Eradley this week which
d
Sunday
The high wind of
we were
to publish as no
the Floersheim windmill name wasunable
signed
to the items.
and tower, totally demolishing
We
follow
must
rule that
the
breakand
tower
the wheel and
ing up the outfit in general. The Items must have the name sigMill will be replaced with a gas- ned to them before we can pubThis rule will be
oline engine and pumpjáck and lish same.
to.
strictly
No name
adhered
Sam "says he'll bet the wind will
will
be
published.
In as
name
not blow it down.
much as we have one corresponMr. J.E.Buesey of Sedan is in dent from Bi'adley, it .will be.
Roy this week visiting relatives almost impossible for us to use
and friends and looking after two in one district, as it duplicates so many items.
business matters.
fni-she-
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and Stationepy', Flashlights and Batteries, Candies,
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

.
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overhauls his plant every so often to make
The
sure tha it will run properly and produce the most goods at the least cost.
In just the same way the farmer checks up his buildings and equipment,
factory-manage-

r

makes those little repairs which save big repairs later on, and builds whatever buildings he needs to help produce more crops with less labor and

Lumber prices are báck to normal.

No longer need you postpone,

building on áecousí of high prices of lumber. Now is a good tinte to build
that new tarn ycu have been wanting for several years and to make other
Begin now and get

isiprovemenis.

then done before Spring work

com-

mences.

PLAYTO BE
GIVEN AT MILLS.
.
The Play "The. Old Maids Convention" which was postponed
when the little child was lost
week before last, will be given
Tuesday evening May 3rd, at
the Methodist Church building
m Mills.
Everybody mvileg
The same characters will be
used in the play as was previous
ly announced. Come, everyone
and have a laugh with us. Ad
mission 25 and 50c. Proceeds t(
be used for benifit of the Chum

-

Here hi cur business we are trying to do cur part b bringing con- -'
ditions back where they ought to 'be. Our years of business experience,"
our building plans and ideas, and cur friendly, sincere counsel and assistance' are

at your service for the asking, withno obligation, of course.

LET'S TALICIT OVER THE FIRST CONVENIENT

JRoberts

I
1

DAY. "

& OIvqil.

Lumber and Hardware
"Quality" Euilding Material.
F. S. Strickland, Manager.

'

BANQUET AND DANCE
POSTPONED
The Dance and Banquet to be
given by the Local Elks on Saturday May the 7th, has been
postponed indefinitely on account of the death of Mi s. Floersheim as three of her sons,
Melville and Edgar are Elks.
The dance will be given later in
the year and the S.A. will tell
you all about it.

Ir-vi- n,

Messr Eberhart and Nickens
wish to announce to the public
that they will give shows Tues
day and Saturday nights regular from this date on. Good
pictures, constant service and
the best possible accomidations
we can give you is our motto.
Come out and spend a pleasant
evening with us. The Roy Thea-

tre.

New M exico

oy.
Wri.. McGinnies. manager of
Co. left
the Mesa
Tuesday for Long Beach California where he will visit relatives
and attend to ' some business
matters for the next five or six
weeks. We were informed that
Mr. McGinnies will move his

fa-

mily tooRoy upon ; his return
and lorate nermanantlv in our
little city. W. L. Russell Assis
tant manager oí the Mesa
Co. will have charge
of the businessd uring Mr. McGinnies absence.

Foster and L. R. Smith
For Sale: One Registered
the Mosquero countrv. were Short horn bull, one full blood
business visitors in Roy Wed- spotted Poland China Boar.
nesday, and while in town, thev
See G.B.Hall 6 miles N.E. Roy
called on the S.A. and reported
that the crop conditions in and Herbert and Monroe Yates,
around Mosquero never have came ever from Kephart to visit
looked beter..
relatives and take a look at the
new nephew that arrived at the
Mr. Duvall one ofMosquero's Ray home Tuesday.
hustling farmers was in Roy on
business Thursday. He tells us
Sylvan Floersheim - and wife
that the preparations are going of the Springer Times are visiforward nicely for the big Celé-- , ting the Floersheim home in
bration in June.
Roy the later part of the week.
W. S.

3f
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J. A. Stevenson of Mills; was
a business visitor in Roy the
first of the week. Jack was car
rying that smile we- always see J
'
on his face.
.

mes.

Cigars

Toilet Articles
and Tobaccos

U

üveryDooy

SODA FOUNTAIN
All the Popular Drinks and Ices. Hot Drinks in season.
Magazines and daily papers.'

DGibbs
Dr. M.
(Proprietor.)

-

Water glass
Preserve your eggs, while eggs are
cheap, an 80c quart will preserve
12 dozen eggs for ten months.
No specials on canned fruit, but our
prices aré just inline with the market

E

the latest

j

-
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expense.

A. N, Hanson has resigned hU
position as assistant manager of
the Roy Trading Co. and will
make a visit to relatives in Minnesota for a few weeks. He will
probably return to Roy and
make his future home here.

A complete line of;

All

"

meaning of the word.

We have just, learned of the
sudden death of the 9 ye.ar old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Schoenner-sted- t
of Mills who passed away
after scarcely two day3 sickness
with- pneumonia. Mr. and Mrs.
Schoennerstedt have the sympathy of the S.A. and it's many
readers in their sad bereavement.. We will have an obituary
next week.

The Roy Drug Store

NeWS Stand 9

"

v.

,

Fairview Pharmacy

TO-DAT-

Perháps you never thought of it in just that way, but farming is
a great manufacturing business and your farm is a factory in the true

.

What about the Hoy Chamber

UP

YOUR FARM IS YOUR
FACTORY

-

and
your
help

.

c

April SOth, 1921.

PAXTON
Grocery Company
"Á Square Deal Every Dáy"

